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2019 Annual Meeting
Aug. 1-3, 2019 • Hotel Albuquerque at Old Town and  Hotel Chaco

Red Raider Hospitality Lounge
The Texas Tech University School of Law continues to show their support for the  
State Bar of New Mexico as the proud sponsor of the 2019 Red Raider Hospitality Lounge!

Dan Abrams, Chief Legal Affairs Anchor at ABC News  
and Founder of Abrams Media
Abrams will present “Covering the Courts: The Convergence of Law 
and Media in Today’s Highest Profile Cases.” Don’t miss his fascinating 
discussion of the media’s impact on how we view the legal system 
and today’s headline cases.

Early bird discounts are available through July 1.

To register and for a preliminary schedule, visit
www.nmbar.org./AnnualMeeting

We are proud to welcome our

Sponsorships and Exhibitor Booths are available!
Learn how you can support the Annual Meeting and  
promote your firm and company to our attendees.

Lodging: Rooms start at $159 at  Hotel Albuquerque and  
$179 at Hotel Chaco. Reserve your room by  July 10. 

Note:  We have secured room blocks at both hotels,  
but Annual Meeting events will take place at Hotel Albuquerque.

For more information on speakers, sponsorships/exhibitor booths, 
lodging and more, visit www.nmbar.org/AnnualMeeting

Keynote Speaker

Registration Now Open!

http://www.nmbar.org./AnnualMeeting
http://www.nmbar.org/AnnualMeeting
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Workshops and Legal Clinics 
May
16 
Common Legal Issues for Senior Citizens 
Workshop Presentation 10–11:15 a.m., 
Betty Ehart Senior Center, Los Alamos, 
1-800-876-6657

22 
Common Legal Issues for Senior Citizens 
Workshop Presentation 10–11:15 a.m., 
Placitas Community Center, Placitas,  
1-800-876-6657

22 
Consumer Debt/Bankruptcy  
Workshop 6–9 p.m., State Bar Center, 
Albuquerque, 505-797-6094

June
5 
Divorce Options Workshop  
6–8 p.m., State Bar Center, Albuquerque, 
505-797-6022

5 
Civil Legal Clinic  
10 a.m.–1 p.m., Second Judicial District 
Court, Albuquerque, 1-877-266-9861

Meetings
May
16 
Public Law Section Board 
Noon, Legislative Finance Committee, 
Santa Fe

17 
Family Law Section Board 
9 a.m., teleconference

18 
Young Lawyers Division Board 
10 a.m., State Bar Center

22 
Natural Resources, Energy and 
Environmental Law Section Board 
Noon, teleconference

23 
Cannabis Law Section Board 
9 a.m., State Bar Center

24 
Immigration Law Section Board 
Noon, teleconference

30 
Trial Practice Section Board 
Noon, State Bar Center
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Notices
Professionalism TipCourt News

Administrative Office of the 
Courts
Notice of Online Dispute  
Resolution
 The New Mexico Judiciary plans to 
implement online dispute resolution in 
debt and money due cases in early June in 
district and magistrate courts in the Sixth 
and Ninth Judicial Districts. The pilot 
program will expand to the Second Judicial 
District Court and the Bernalillo County 
Metropolitan Court later in June. The 
free service allows the parties to negotiate 
online to quickly resolve debt and money 
due cases without appearing in court. If a 
resolution is reached, the ODR system will 
prepare a stipulated settlement agreement 
and electronically file it in court. The plain-
tiff ’s attorney or a self-represented plaintiff 
will receive an email notification to begin 
ODR after the defendant files an answer 
to the complaint. Once the plaintiff makes 
an offer for possibly settling the dispute, 
an email goes to the defendant with an 
opportunity to respond. During the first 
two weeks of negotiations, the parties can 
request the help of a trained online me-
diator. If no agreement is reached after 30 
days, the case will move forward in court. 
ODR notices will be emailed to the parties 
from no-reply@newmexicocourtsdmd.
modria.com. The parties should check 
their inbox, spam and junk mailboxes to 
ensure they receive the ODR notices.

Second Judicial District Court
Children's Court Abuse and  
Neglect Brown Bag
 The Second Judicial District Court 
Children's Court Abuse and Neglect 
Brown Bag will be held at noon on May 17 
in the Chama Conference Room at the Ju-
venile Justice Center, 5100 2nd Street NW, 
Albuquerque. Attorneys and practitioners 
working with families involved in child 
protective custody are welcome to attend. 
Call 505-841-7644 for more information.

Investiture Ceremony for Judges 
Allison, Baker, Chavez and 
O’Connell
The judges and employees of the Second 
Judicial District Court cordially invite 
members to attend the investiture cer-
emony of Hon. Joshua A. Allison, Hon. 
Amber Chavez Baker, Hon. Lisa Chavez 
Ortega and Hon. Erin B. O’Connell at 4 

With respect to other judges:

In all written and oral communications, I will abstain from disparaging personal 
remarks or criticisms, or sarcastic or demeaning comments about another judge.

Hon. Thomas F. Stewart, District Judge 
for Division I, and 50 percent shall be 
reassigned the Hon. Jarod K. Hofacket, 
District Judge for Division IV. All pending 
civil, domestic, emancipation, adoption, 
miscellaneous sequestered, probate and 
guardianship/conservatorship cases pre-
viously assigned to the vacant position of 
Division III shall be assigned to the Hon. 
James B. Foy, District Judge for Division 
III. All reopened cases of the above case 
types shall be reassigned fifty percent 
to the Hon. Thomas F. Stewart, District 
Judge for Division I, and fifty percent to 
the Hon. James B. Foy, District Judge for 
Division III. All pending and reopened 
domestic violence cases previously as-
signed to the vacant position of Division 
III shall be reassigned to the Hon. James 
B. Foy, District Judge for Division III. 
All pending and reopened delinquency, 
youthful offender, competency, abuse and 
neglect, lower court appeal previously 
assigned to the vacant position of Divi-
sion III shall be reassigned to the Hon. 
Thomas F. Stewart, District Judge for 
Division I. Hidalgo County: All pending 
and reopened domestic cases previously 
assigned to the Hon. Jarod K. Hofacket, 
District Judge for Division IV, or previ-
ously assigned to the vacant position of 
Division III shall be assigned to the Hon. 
James B. Foy, District Judge for Division 
III. All pending and reopened civil, do-
mestic violence , abuse and neglect, adop-
tion and probate cases previously assigned 
to the vacant position of Division III 
shall be assigned to the Honorable James 
B. Foy, District Judge for Division III. 
All pending and reopened delinquency, 
youthful offender, criminal, extradition, 
lower court appeal, and competency 
cases previously assigned to the vacant 
position of Division III shall be assigned 
to the Hon. Jarod K. Hofacket, District 
Judge, Division IV. Fifty percent of all 
reopened sequestered miscellaneous cases 
shall be reassigned to the Hon. James B. 
Foy, District Judge for Division III, and 
fifty percent shall be reassigned to the 
Hon. Jarod K. Hofacket, District Judge 
for Division IV. Pursuant to Supreme 
Court Rule 1.088.1, parties who have not 
yet exercised a peremptory excusal will 

p.m., May 17, at the National Hispanic 
Cultural Center, 1701 4th Street SW, Al-
buquerque. Reception to immediately 
follow. Judges who want to participate in 
the ceremony, should bring their robes and 
arrive by 3:30 p.m.

Judicial Swearing-In and 
Reception for Judges Gallegos and  
Ramczyk
 Previously invested Judges Daniel J. 
Gallegos and Daniel E. Ramczyk invite 
members to a swearing-in ceremony 
marking their recent appointments to the 
Second Judicial District Court of New 
Mexico. The ceremony will begin at noon 
on May 22 in Courtroom 338, Second 
Judicial District Courthouse, 400 Lomas 
Blvd., NW. An informal reception will 
follow. All are welcome to attend.

Third Judicial District Court
Volunteer Attorneys Needed at 
Self Help Center
 The Self Help Center at the Third Judi-
cial Court, is currently seeking volunteer 
attorneys from the Dona Ana County area, 
to assist with our monthly legal clinics. 
The Self Help Center hosts a legal clinic 
every Wednesday from 1–4 p.m. for pro 
se litigants dealing with issues in family 
law. Additionally, clinics are held on the 
second and last Tuesday of the month 
for civil issues. The clinics are set up to 
assist pro se litigants with legal advice 
and guidance that is outside the scope of 
the services the court may provide. The 
clinics are set up to respect the time of our 
volunteers and limit each clinic from seven 
to ten individuals. If interested in assisting 
the Self Help Division, contact David D. 
Vandenberg at lcrdexv@nmcourts.gov or 
call 575-528-8399.

Sixth Judicial District Court
Notice of Right to Excuse Judge
 As of March 25, Hon. James B. Foy is 
now the District Judge for Division III of 
the Sixth Judicial District Court. Grant 
County: 50 percent of all pending and 
reopened criminal and extradition cases 
previously assigned to the vacant position 
of Division III shall be reassigned to the 

mailto:lcrdexv@nmcourts.gov
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have 10 days to excuse Judge Foy, Judge 
Hofacket or Judge Stewart. 

Eighth Judicial District Court
Notice of Mass Case Reassignment
 Gov. Michelle Lujan-Grisham an-
nounced the appointment of Melissa A. 
Kennelly to fill the vacancy of Division 
II of the Eighth Judicial District Court. 
Effective May 6, a mass reassignment of 
cases occured. All cases in Colfax and 
Union Counties previously assigned to 
Judge Emilio J. Chavez, Division I, are 
reassigned to Judge Melissa A. Kennelly, 
Division II. Parties who have not previ-
ously exercised their right to challenge 
or excuse will have ten days from May 29 
to challenge or excuse Judge Melissa A. 
Kennelly, Division II pursuant to NMRA 
1-088.1.

U.S. District Court, District of 
New Mexico
Reappointment of Incumbent U.S. 
Magistrate Judge 
 The current term of office of U. S. 
Magistrate Judge Stephan M. Vidmar 
is due to expire on Dec. 26, 2019. The 
U.S. District Court is required by law to 
establish a panel of citizens to consider 
the reappointment of the magistrate judge 
to a new eight-year term. The duties of 
a magistrate judge in this court include 
the following: (1) conducting most pre-
liminary proceedings in criminal cases, 
(2) trial and disposition of misdemeanor
cases, (3) conducting various pretrial
matters and evidentiary proceedings on
delegation from a district judge, and (4)
trial and disposition of civil cases upon
consent of the litigants. Comments from
members of the bar and the public are
invited as to whether the incumbent mag-
istrate judge should be recommended by
the panel for reappointment by the court 
and should be addressed as follows: U.S.
District Court, ATTN: Magistrate Judge
Merit Selection Panel c/o Human Re-
sources – CONFIDENTIAL, 333 Lomas
Blvd. NW, Suite 270, Albuquerque, NM
87102. Comments must be received by
June 10.

Proposed Amendments to Local 
Rules of Civil Procedure

Proposed amendments to the Lo-
cal Rules of Civil Procedure of the U.S. 
District Court for the District of New 
Mexico are being considered. A “redlined” 

version(with proposed additions under-
lined and proposed deletions stricken 
out) and a clean version of these proposed 
amendments are posted on the Court’s 
website at www.nmd.uscourts.gov. Mem-
bers of the bar may submit comments by 
email to kelsie_kloepfer@nmd.uscourts. 
gov or by mail to U.S. District Court, 
Clerk’s Office, Pete V. Domenici U.S. 
Courthouse, 333 Lomas Blvd. NW, Suite 
270, Albuquerque, Attn: Kelsie Kloepfer, 
no later than May 31.

state Bar News
Board of Bar Commissioners 
May 17 Meeting Agenda
 The next meeting of the Board of Bar 
Commissioners will be held on May 17 at 
the State Bar Center in Albuquerque. For 
a copy of the agenda, visit www.nmbar. 
org/nmbardocs/aboutus/governance/
meetings/BBCAgenda-0519.pdf. For 
more information, contact Kris Becker 
at 505-797-6038 or kbecker@nmbar.org.

New Mexico Judges and 
Lawyers Assistance Program 
Attorney Support Groups
• May 20, 5:30 p.m.

 UNM School of Law, 1117 Stanford
NE, Albuquerque, King Room in the
Law Library (Group meets the third
Monday of the month.) Teleconference 
participation is available. Dial 1-866-
640-4044 and enter code 7976003#.

• June 3, 5:30 p.m.
 UNM School of Law, 1117 Stanford NE, 
Albuquerque, King Room in the Law
Library (The group normally meets the 
first Monday of the month.)

• June 10, 5:30 p.m.
 UNM School of Law, 1117 Stanford NE, 
Albuquerque, King Room in the Law
Library (Group meets on the second
Monday of the month.) Teleconference 
participation is available. Dial 1-866-
640-4044 and enter code 7976003#.

For more information, contact Latisha 
Frederick at 505-948-5023 or 505-453-
9030 or Bill Stratvert at 505-242-6845.

uNM sChool of law
Law Alumni/ae Association
17th  Annual Law Scholarships 
Golf Classic
 The UNM School of Law Alumni/
ae Association presents the 17th annual 
Law Scholarships Golf Classic on Friday, 
June 7, which benefits full-tuition merit 

scholarships at the Law School. If you’re 
not a golfer, that’s alright! You can still 
support by sponsoring students to play, 
sponsoring a hole/tee, and more. Register 
and learn more at http://lawschool.unm.
edu/alumni/events/golf.html.

Law Library Hours
Summer 2019
Through Aug. 18
Building and Circulation

Monday–Thursday 8 a.m.–8 p.m.
Friday 8 a.m.–6 p.m.
Saturday 10 a.m.–6 p.m.

 Sunday Closed.
Reference

Monday–Friday 9 a.m.–6 p.m.
Closures

May 27 (Memorial Day)
July 4 (Independence Day)
July 5 (Independence Day)

other Bars
New Mexico Criminal Defense 
Association
Litigating in the 21st Century CLE
 Digital evidence is well known for its 
effectiveness at damaging the defense, 
but what if there was a way to turn that 
around? “Litigating in the 21st Century” 
will show what evidence to focus on gath-
ering for attorney defense and how to 
keep the government’s out at trial, update 
on State and Federal search and seizure 
of data, explain the Foreign Intelligence 
Surveillance Act, and more. Stay sharp 
in this electronic age and reserve a spot. 
NMCDLA members, families and friends 
are invited to the annual membership 
party and silent auction on June 7. Visit 
www.nmcdla.org to join NMCDLA and 
register.

New Mexico Defense Lawyers 
Association
2019 Young Lawyers Seminar
 Join the New Mexico Defense Law-
yers Association for its Young Lawyers 
Seminar on May 31 at Modrall Sperling 
in Albuquerque. This half-day program 
is designed to teach associates and junior 
partners useful skills they can apply to 
their daily practice and provide oppor-
tunities to network and develop business 

Continued on page 7.

http://www.nmd.uscourts.gov
mailto:kelsie_kloepfer@nmd.uscourts
http://www.nmbar
mailto:kbecker@nmbar.org
http://lawschool.unm
http://www.nmcdla.org
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RepoRt by DisciplinaRy counsel

DisciplinaRy QuaRteRly RepoRt

Final Decisions

 Final Decisions of the NM Supreme Court ............................3

 Matter of Eric D. Dixon, Esq., (No. S-1-SC-37204).  The New 
Mexico Supreme Court issued an Opinion on January 17, 2019 
in connection with its November 9, 2018 Order.

 Matter of Jennie Deden Behles, Esq., (No. S-1-SC-37393).  The 
New Mexico Supreme Court issued an order on March 5, 2019 
permanently disbarring Respondent from the practice of law 
effective March 31, 2019 for violations of Rules 16-105, 16-115, 
and 16-804(D).  The Court issued an Order on March 29, 2019 
extending the effective date of disbarment to April 30, 2019. The 
Court entered an Order on April 22, 2019 denying Respondent’s 
request for rehearing.  The Court further ordered that Respondent 
pay restitution to Dubalouche LLC and pay costs to the Disciplin-
ary Board.  

 Matter of J. Marcos Perales Pina, Esq. (No. S-1-SC-37402).  
The New Mexico Supreme Court issued an order on March 8, 
2019 suspending Respondent from the practice of law effective 
March 15, 2019 for a period of one (1) year for violations of Rules 
16-101, 16-801, 16-804(C), and 16-804(D).  The Court issued 
other requirements that Respondent must meet before seeking 
reinstatement.  The Court also required Respondent to pay costs 
to the Disciplinary Board.

Summary Suspensions

 Total number of attorneys summarily suspended .................0

Administrative Suspensions

 Total number of attorneys administratively suspended ........1

 Matter of Keith G. Findlay, Esq. (No. S-1-SC-37400). The New 
Mexico Supreme Court entered an order on January 25, 2019 
administratively suspending Respondent from the practice of law 
for the failure to cooperate with Disciplinary Counsel.

Disability Inactive Status

 Total number of attorneys placed on disability inactive states  
0

Charges Filed

 Charges were filed against an attorney for allegedly failing to 
provide competent representation to a client; failing to act with 
reasonable diligence and promptness in representing a client; 
failing to expedite litigation; and engaging in conduct prejudicial 
to the administration of justice. 

 Charges were filed against an attorney for allegedly failing to 
promptly notify a third party that funds were received; failing to 
hold the amount to which there was a dispute in the IOLTA until 
the dispute was resolved; and refusing to release funds or make 

payments to third party.  

 Charges were filed against an attorney for allegedly failing to 
provide competent representation; engaging in representation 
where there is a concurrent conflict of interest; and engaging in 
conduct that is prejudicial to the administration of justice.  

 Charges were filed against an attorney for allegedly failing to 
act with reasonable diligence and promptness in representing a 
client; failing to communicate with his client and failing to obtain 
the client’s consent to settle; failing to promptly disburse the settle-
ment funds; engaging in conduct involving misrepresentation; and 
engaging in conduct prejudicial to the administration of justice.

 Charges were filed against an attorney for allegedly making 
a false statement in connection with a disciplinary proceeding; 
engaging in conduct involving fraud, dishonesty, deceit, or 
misrepresentation; and engaging in conduct prejudicial to the 
administration of justice.

Injunctive Relief 

 Total number of injunctions prohibiting the unauthorized 
practice of law  .................................................................................0

Reciprocal Discipline 

 Total number of attorneys reciprocally disciplined  ..............1

 Matter of Burt Lee Burnett, Esq., (No. S-1-SC-37318).  The 
New Mexico Supreme Court issued an Order on January 7, 2019 
disbarring Respondent from the practice of law following a peti-
tion for reciprocal discipline from Texas.  

Reinstatement from Probation

 Petitions for reinstatement filed  ..............................................0

Formal Reprimands

 Total number of attorneys formally reprimanded  ................1

 Matter of Johanna Cox, Esq. (Disciplinary No. 2017-03-4336) a 
Formal Reprimand was issued at the Disciplinary Board meeting 
of January 18, 2019, for the violation of Rule 16-115, failing to 
safe keep and hold another’s property separately; and Rule 16-804, 
engaging in conduct prejudicial to the administration of justice.  
The Formal Reprimand was published in the State Bar Bulletin 
issued February 6, 2019.

Informal Admonitions

 Total number of attorneys admonished  .................................2

 An attorney was informally admonished for failing to provide 
full disclosure and obtain written consent of the client regarding 
representation on a loan and for providing financial assistance to 
a client in connection with pending or contemplated litigation in 

Reporting Period: January 1, 2019 – March 31, 2019
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Complaints Received

Allegations............................................ No. of Complaints
Trust Account Violations............................................ .............7
Conflict of Interest........................................................ ............7
Neglect and/or Incompetence...................................... .........63
Misrepresentation or Fraud.......................................... ...........6
Relationship with Client or Court................................ ........31
Fees............................................................................... ...............3
Improper Communications............................................. ........2
Criminal Activity............................................................ ...........1
Personal Behavior........................................................... ...........5
Other.............................................................................. ...........26
Total number of complaints received.......................... .......151

violation of Rule 16-108(A) and (E) of the Rules of Professional 
Conduct.
 An attorney was informally admonished for using means that 
have no substantial purpose other than to embarrass, delay or 
burden a third person in violation of Rule 16-404(A) of the Rules 
of Professional Conduct.

Letters of Caution

 Total number of attorneys cautioned  ...................................19

 Attorneys were cautioned for the following conduct:  (1) lack 
of competence; (2) disruption of a tribunal (3 letters of caution 
issued); (3) failure to communicate (3 letters of caution issued); 
(4) excessive or improper fees (2 letters of caution issued); (5) 
trust account violations (4 letters of caution issued); (6) lack of 
diligence (3 letters of caution issued); (7) ex parte contact with 
represented party; (8) improper means; and (9) meritless claims 
or defenses. 

relationships. Visit www.nmdla.org to 
register and for more information.

other News
New Mexico Workers’  
Compensation Administration
Request for Comments
 The acting director of the Workers’ 
Compensation Administration, Verily A. 
Jones, is considering the reappointment of 
Judge Leonard Padilla to a second five-year 
term pursuant to NMSA 1978, §52-5-2 
(2004). Judge Padilla’s term expires on 
Aug. 31. Anyone wishing to submit writ-
ten comments concerning Judge Padilla’s 
performance may do so until 5 p.m., June 
3. All written comments submitted per 
this notice shall remain confidential. Com-
ments may be addressed to WCA Acting 
Director Verily A. Jones, P.O. Box 27198, 

Albuquerque, NM 87125-7198; or faxed 
to 505-841-6813.

Vilendrer Law, PC
National Survey on Dispute  
Resolution
 Vilender Law PC has commissioned 
a stude on the correlation between cli-
ent outcomes and various litigation 
variables. The goal for this research is to 
help attorneys obtain better litigation and 
settlement outcomes for their clients. The 
survey takes approximately 2 minutes and 
is confidential. The survey can be accesed 
at https://www.vilendrerlaw.com/survey/. 
Aggregated results of the survey will be 
shared at the conclusion of the study.

Submitannouncements
for publication in 
the Bar Bulletin to 

notices@nmbar.org 
by noon Monday 
the week prior 
to publication.

Notices
Continued from page 5.

http://www.nmdla.org
https://www.vilendrerlaw.com/survey/
mailto:notices@nmbar.org
mailto:notices@nmbar.org
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Legal Education
May

16 Annual WCA of NM Conference
 8.0 G, 1.0 EP 
 Live Seminar, Albuquerque
 Workers Compensation Association 

of New Mexico

17 Ethics of Shared Law Offices, 
Working Remotely and Virtual 
Offices

 1.0 EP
 Teleseminar
 Center for Legal Education of NMSBF
 www.nmbar.org

17 34th Annual Bankruptcy Year in 
Review Seminar 

 6.0 G, 1.0 EP
 Live Replay, Albuquerque
 Center for Legal Education of NMSBF
 www.nmbar.org

17 Pretrial Practice in Federal Court 
(2018) 

 2.5 G, 0.5 EP
 Live Replay, Albuquerque
 Center for Legal Education of NMSBF
 www.nmbar.org

17 Basic Guide to Appeals for Busy 
Trial Lawyers (2018)

 3.0 G, 
 Live Replay, Albuquerque
 Center for Legal Education of NMSBF
 www.nmbar.org

20 Basic Practical Regulatory 
Training for the Natural Gas Local 
Distribution Industry

 27.5 G
 Live Seminar, Albuquerque
 Center for Public Utilities NMSU

20 Basic Practical Regulatory Training 
for the Electric Industry

 28.5 G
 Live Seminar, Albuquerque
 Center for Public Utilities NMSU

22 How to Practice Series: Divorce 
Law in New Mexico

 4.5 G, 2.0 EP
 Live Replay, Albuquerque
 Center for Legal Education of NMSBF
 www.nmbar.org

22 The Lifecycle of a Trial, from a 
Technology Perspective (2017)

 4.3 G, 1.0 EP
 Live Replay, Albuquerque
 Center for Legal Education of NMSBF
 www.nmbar.org

22 Basics of Trust Accounting: How to 
Comply with Disciplinary Board 
Rule 17-204

 1.0 EP
 Live Webinar
 Center for Legal Education of NMSBF
 www.nmbar.org

24 Ethical Issues in Contract Drafting
 1.0 EP
 Teleseminar
 Center for Legal Education of NMSBF
 www.nmbar.org

30 Ethical Issues and Implications on 
Lawyers’ Use of LinkedIn

 1.0 EP
 Live Webinar
 Center for Legal Education of NMSBF
 www.nmbar.org

31 2019 Young Lawyers Seminar
 3.0 G 
 Live Seminar, Albuquerque
 New Mexico Defense Lawyers 

Association

June

3 Smartphones, Tablets and Other 
Devices in the Workplace

 1.0 G
 Teleseminar
 Center for Legal Education of NMSBF
 www.nmbar.org

5 2019 Ethics in Civil Litigation, Part 
1

 1.0 EP
 Teleseminar
 Center for Legal Education of NMSBF
 www.nmbar.org

6 2019 Ethics in Civil Litigation, Part 
2

 1.0 EP
 Teleseminar
 Center for Legal Education of NMSBF
 www.nmbar.org

14 Ethics in Negotiations- Boasts, 
Shading and Impropriety

 1.0 EP
 Teleseminar
 Center for Legal Education of NMSBF
 www.nmbar.org

14 2018 Family Law Institute: Hot 
Topics in Family Law Day 1

 5.0 G, 1.5 EP
 Live Replay, Albuquerque
 Center for Legal Education of NMSBF
 www.nmbar.org

14 Common Tax Pitfalls for Small 
Business Attorneys (2019)

 3.0 G
 Live Replay, Albuquerque
 Center for Legal Education of NMSBF
 www.nmbar.org

http://www.nmbar.org
http://www.nmbar.org
http://www.nmbar.org
http://www.nmbar.org
http://www.nmbar.org
http://www.nmbar.org
http://www.nmbar.org
http://www.nmbar.org
http://www.nmbar.org
http://www.nmbar.org
http://www.nmbar.org
http://www.nmbar.org
http://www.nmbar.org
http://www.nmbar.org
http://www.nmbar.org
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Legal Education www.nmbar.org

Listings in the Bar Bulletin Legal Education Calendar are derived from course provider submissions and from New Mexico Minimum Continuing Legal Education. 
All MCLE approved continuing legal education courses can be listed free of charge. Send submissions to notices@nmbar.org. Include course title, credits, location/

course type, course provider and registration instructions.

July

7 Litigating in the 21st Century CLE 
5.7 G

 Live Seminar, Albuquerque
 New Mexico Criminal Defense 

Lawyers Association
 www.nmcdla.org

9 Your Client Wants to Sell on the 
Web: What You Need to Know Pt 1

 1.0 G
 Teleseminar
 Center for Legal Education of 

NMSBF
 www.nmbar.org

10 Your Client Wants to Sell on the 
Web: What You Need to Know Pt 2

 1.0 G
 Teleseminar
 Center for Legal Education of NMSBF
 www.nmbar.org

18 Ethics and New Clients: Inadvertent 
Clients, Intake and More

 1.0 EP
 Teleseminar
 Center for Legal Education of NMSBF
 www.nmbar.org

24 Employee Leave Law
 1.0 G
 Teleseminar
 Center for Legal Education of NMSBF
 www.nmbar.org

25 Mediating the Political Divide
 2.0 EP
 Webcast/Live Seminar, Albuquerque
 Center for Legal Education of NMSBF
 www.nmbar.org

14 Bankruptcy Fundamentals for the 
Non-Bankruptcy Attorney (2018)

 3.0 G
 Live Replay, Albuquerque
 Center for Legal Education of NMSBF
 www.nmbar.org

18 Ethics of Co-Counsel and Referral 
Relationships

 1.0 EP
 Teleseminar
 Center for Legal Education of NMSBF
 www.nmbar.org

18 Staying Out of the News: How 
to Avoid Making Techno-Ethical 
Mistakes that Put You on the Front 
Page

 1.0 EP
 Live Webinar
 Center for Legal Education of NMSBF
 www.nmbar.org

19 Disorder in the Court: An 
Attorney’s Guide to Judicial 
Misconduct

 1.0 G
 Live Webinar
 Center for Legal Education of NMSBF
 www.nmbar.org

24 How to Avoid Potential Malpractice 
Pitfalls in the Cloud and in 
Everyday Law Office Computing

 1.0 G
 Live Webinar
 Center for Legal Education of NMSBF
 www.nmbar.org

28 Fifth Annual Symposium on 
Diversity and Inclusion (2019)

 5.0 G, 1.0 EP
 Live Replay, Albuquerque
 Center for Legal Education of NMSBF
 www.nmbar.org

28 What Starbucks Teaches Us About 
Attracting Clients the Ethical Way 
(2018)

 3.0 EP
 Live Replay, Albuquerque
 Center for Legal Education of NMSBF
 www.nmbar.org

28 Abuse and Neglect in Children’s 
Court (2019))

 3.0 G
 Live Replay, Albuquerque
 Center for Legal Education of NMSBF
 www.nmbar.org

28 Basics of Trust Accounting: How to 
Comply with Disciplinary Board 
Rule 17-204

 1.0 EP
 Webcast/Live Seminar, Albuquerque
 Center for Legal Education of NMSBF
 www.nmbar.org

June

http://www.nmbar.org
mailto:notices@nmbar.org
http://www.nmcdla.org
http://www.nmbar.org
http://www.nmbar.org
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An Historic Transformation of the Delivery of the State’s Laws

Effective May 1, 2019

Publishing the laws on a free public access website and through print, DVD and online subscriptions has been the commitment of 
the New Mexico Compilation Commission in its role as the state’s official legal publisher. Much has changed since 2004 when the 
state determined that it would self-publish its laws to control quality, subsidize pricing, maintain its rigorous publication schedule 
and protect the state’s copyrights and trademarks. On May 1, 2019, access to the state’s annotated official laws through 
NMOneSource.com® will be available free to everyone.  

NMOneSource.com 2.0 (www.nmonesource.com) utilizes a proprietary cloud-based legal publishing solution, developed by 
Lexum (https://lexum.com). The trusted, authoritative content includes:

➤  Constitutions of United States and State of New Mexico
➤  Territorial Laws and Treaties of New Mexico
➤  New Mexico Statutes Annotated 1978—current through the Second Session of the Fifty-Third Legislature (2018). 2019 laws 

will be published on their effective dates. Historical archives from 1989.
➤  New Mexico Rules Annotated—included rules and downloadable court forms effective February 1, 2019 with historical 

archives from 1989. Forms in Word format for downloading are coming soon. 
➤  New Mexico Appellate Reports—Supreme Court of New Mexico and New Mexico Court of Appeals formal opinions released 

for publication from 1852 
➤  Slip Opinions of the Supreme Court of New Mexico and New Mexico Court of Appeals when released by the Chief Clerk 

of the Supreme Court
➤  Unreported Decisions and Memorandum Opinions of the Supreme Court of New Mexico and Court of Appeals, 

respectively—from January 2009
➤  Supreme Court of New Mexico, Judicial Reprimands—from 1999
➤  New Mexico Session Laws—from 1993
➤  New Mexico Attorney General Opinions and Advisory Letters—from 1909

Some of the new features important to the bench and bar include:
✓  Slip opinions. NMOneSource.com 2.0 is now the official repository of slip opinions of the appellate courts. Slip opinions 

are no longer posted on the Commission’s agency site. 
✓  My.NMOneSource.com for user personalization and current awareness – for legal professionals only. Save searches, 

get alerts to new content that is responsive to your saved search, view your search history, organize research in folders, 
email links to contacts, and more. Register by accessing my.NMOneSource.com in your browser, or wherever you see 
the “Browse my.NMOneSource.com” menu on NMOneSource.com. The Compilation Commission has taken care of the 
associated fees for lawyers and judges to have the benefits of this important tool.

✓  Create custom PDFs and E-Pubs. Select articles, sections, court rules, with or without annotations, to create a PDF or e-pub 
for court submissions, emailing, printing or offline access.

✓  Cited content and noteup features. See a list with links to all cited content in an appellate court opinion. Search for every 
document that cites your document. 

✓  New or amended court rules. Rules with future effective dates will be included in italics below the court rule currently in 
effect in the same manner as statutes with future effective dates are treated. 

✓  Mobile access on smartphones and tablets. A responsive design mobile site is available by typing  
www.nmOneSource.com in the browser of the mobile device. 

✓  One-hour live webinar training. Three live webinar sessions remain available. You must register to attend. Simply call the 
Compilation Commission at (505) 827-4821 or email Maria Perez at maria.perez@nmcompcomm.us to register and receive 
a WebEx invitation with instructions on how to attend. You will learn how to search by citation, word search, leverage the 
citator and note-up features, create customized PDFs, use the power tools, access the mobile site, and more.  
The webinar schedule is as follows:

May 16 | 1:30 p.m.   •   May 22 | 9:30 a.m.   •   May 30 | 9:30 a.m.
 

http://www.nmonesource.com
https://lexum.com
http://www.nmOneSource.com
mailto:maria.perez@nmcompcomm.us
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✓  YouTube Channel for on-demand training. The Commission’s YouTube channel is available through the Search Laws page 
of the Commission’s new agency site at www.nmcompcomm.us. There is also a link to the instructional videos on the home 
page of www.nmonesource.com. The videos include a recorded webinar for those who could not make a live session and 
five brief “how-to” videos for the basics. Additional videos will be added based on demand.

Expanding Traditional Print Titles with E-Books and Mobile Applications
Print publications remain important to our rural state in areas of limited internet access and to those lawyers and judges who rely on 
print with online services. The familiar New Mexico Statutes Annotated 1978™, New Mexico Rules Annotated, New Mexico Criminal and 
Traffic Law Manual™ and New Mexico Selected Taxation and Revenue Laws and Regulations Manual™ will continue to be available. 

What’s new? 
The New Mexico Compilation Commission no longer sells print products. Effective May 3, 2019, the official print publications of the 
Compilation Commission will be distributed by Blue360° Media (www.blue360media.com) through an exclusive content license. 
Blue360° Media is a legal publishing company serving over 40 state law enforcement communities.

The New Mexico Statutes Annotated 1978™ in the loose-leaf red binder format will be replaced by an easier-to-manage annual total 
replacement softbound cover format. This new format of statutes is now available for pre-ordering from Blue360° Media. The New 
Mexico Statutes Annotated 1978 will also be available in downloadable mobile app or ebook formats for use in areas of limited 
internet availability. 

E-book versions of the print New Mexico Rules Annotated, Criminal and Traffic Law and Taxation Manuals, along with additional e-books 
that Blue360° Media envisions, will be offered soon with notation and other features available only through digital publishing. 

Now, through Blue360° Media, you may customize your order, pay online and maintain your customer account. Visit https://www.
nmcompcomm.us/books-ebooks/ or call 1-844-599-2887 for personal service.

2019 State Bar Annual Meeting—See you there!
Join Ivan Mokanov, Lexum President, and me on Friday, August 2 at 11:15 a.m. for an hour program focused on live demonstrations 
of the new features and benefits of NMOneSource.com. Lexum will host an exhibit that showcases not only NMOneSource.com but 
also its newest technologies and capabilities for information publishing. Blue360° Media is the State Bar’s Presenting Sponsor with an 
exhibit of the Commission’s publications in various formats. Learn about e-books, mobile apps and product bundles to customize to 
your preferences and individual needs. The Compilation Commission will be sponsoring the Bar’s popular Annual Meeting app. 

As Governor Michelle Lujan Grisham said, “Equal access to the law is an unassailable right of every New Mexico citizen. I’m proud we 
will lead the country in the breadth and depth of free online access to laws and court opinions. As a practical matter, this change also 
represents a genuine cost-savings to our state agencies while providing them with the tools to better assist the public they serve.”

“The public deserves easy access to the law, and judges need the most current information when making decisions. With these 
changes, all lawyers and self-represented litigants will have the same unfettered access to the most up-to-date versions of New 
Mexico’s statutes and rules and will be able to download court-approved forms without charge,” Supreme Court Chief Justice Judith 
Nakamura said. “The Supreme Court strongly supports the Compilation Commission’s move to free and accessible online delivery of 
New Mexico’s statutes, rules and appellate court opinions and the Commission’s recognition of the need for printed materials.”

“The New Mexico Legislature relies exclusively on the official compilation of laws published by the New Mexico Compilation 
Commission. The reasons are clear and convincing. There is only one official compilation of annotated statutes. The Commission goes 
the extra mile to serve lawyers and judges by updating NMOneSource.com with new or amended laws on their effective dates and 
publishes relevant case annotations by its New Mexico distinguished lawyer editor each month. There is only one official body of 
appellate case law and court rules, also updated on their effective dates. Other sources may be reputable, but no other source carries 
the distinguished caliber of the official,” explains Raúl E. Burciaga, Director of the New Mexico Legislative Council Service.

The New Mexico Compilation Commission is proud to provide this public service to the legal community.  
Should you have comments or questions, email Brenda Castello, Executive Director, of the New Mexico Compilation Commission  

at brenda.castello@nmcompcomm.us or call at (505) 827-4821.

http://www.nmcompcomm.us
http://www.nmonesource.com
http://www.blue360media.com
https://www
mailto:brenda.castello@nmcompcomm.us
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Opinions
As Updated by the Clerk of the New Mexico Court of Appeals

Mark Reynolds, Chief Clerk New Mexico Court of Appeals 
PO Box 2008 • Santa Fe, NM 87504-2008 • 505-827-4925

Effective April 26, 2019
PUBLISHED OPINIONS
A-1-CA-35888 Los Alamos Nat v. G Velasquez Affirm 04/25/2019 

UNPUBLISHED OPINIONS
A-1-CA-34704 State v. E Jasper Affirm 04/23/2019 
A-1-CA-37362 CYFD v. Dustin G Affirm 04/23/2019 
A-1-CA-35146 R Gurule v. Board of Education Reverse/Remand 04/25/2019 
A-1-CA-35752 State v. D Mateo Affirm 04/25/2019 
A-1-CA-36361 R Murrietta v. W Marable Affirm 04/25/2019 
A-1-CA-37327 CYFD v. Nicole C Reverse/Remand 04/25/2019 
A-1-CA-37620 State v. A Otero Affirm 04/25/2019 

Effective May 3, 2019
PUBLISHED OPINIONS
A-1-CA-35208 State v. D Gonzales Affirm/Vacate/Remand 05/02/2019 
A-1-CA-35474 Belen Consolidated v. Valencia Reverse/Remand 05/02/2019 
A-1-CA-37081 G Nash v. Board of Commissioners Affirm 05/02/2019 
A-1-CA-37442 Human Services v. H Toney Affirm/Remand 05/02/2019 

UNPUBLISHED OPINIONS
A-1-CA-37425 State v. W Whitehead Reverse/Remand 04/29/2019 
A-1-CA-37855 State v. P Littlefield Affirm 04/29/2019 
A-1-CA-35569 Z Nauman v. D Mather Affirm 04/30/2019 
A-1-CA-35619 State v. S Teague Reverse/Remand 04/30/2019 
A-1-CA-37652 T Bloom v. M Boadwine Affirm/Remand 04/30/2019 
A-1-CA-37689 K Cowley v. W Cowley Vacate/Remand 05/01/2019 
A-1-CA-37190 Community 1st Bank Las Vegas v. C Gutierrez   

  Affirm 05/02/2019 
A-1-CA-37214 Wells Fargo Bank v. R Dordoni Affirm 05/02/2019 

Slip Opinions for Published Opinions may be read on the Court’s website:
http://coa.nmcourts.gov/documents/index.htm

http://coa.nmcourts.gov/documents/index.htm


Clerk’s Certificates
From the Clerk of the New Mexico Supreme Court
Joey D. Moya, Chief Clerk New Mexico Supreme Court  

PO Box 848 • Santa Fe, NM 87504-0848 • (505) 827-4860
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CLERK’S CERTIFICATE 
OF DISBARMENT

Effective April 30, 2019:
Jennie Deden Behles
PO Box 7070
202 Central Avenue, SE, Suite 
A-100 (87102)
Albuquerque, NM 87194
505-242-7004
505-242-7066 (fax)
Behles@jdbehles.com

CLERK’S CERTIFICATE 
OF SUSPENSION

Effective May 2, 2019:
Robert W. Becker
310 Quien Sabe Street
Pagosa Springs, Colorado 
81147
Mary Peyton Budd
PO Box 2212
83 Upper Las Colonias Road
El Prado, New Mexico 87529
Tamra F. Karl
PO Box 9651
Moscow, ID 83843

CLERK’S CERTIFICATE 
OF ADMISSION

On April 29, 2019:
Saba Ahmed
1000 SW 178th Place
Beaverton, OR 97003
202-550-1261
Saba1119@gmail.com

Chelsea E. Allen
1216 Hickox Street #A
Santa Fe, NM 87505
352-817-6579
chelsea@lovell-law.net

Jon William Anderson
7863 Dutch Loop
Colorado Springs, CO 80925
602-451-1298
joNWanderson84@gmail.com

Mario Leonel Anleu Roque
Federal Immigration 
Counselors AZ APC
141 E. Palm Lane, 
Suite 112
Phoenix, AZ 85004
602-254-5353
602-254-3535 (fax)
ma@ficpcaz.com

Andre Kirk Archuleta
Aguilar Law Firm, PC
2501 Rio Grande Blvd., NW, 
Suite A
Albuquerque, NM 87104
505-243-6810
505-242-6655 (fax)
aka@aguilarlaw.com

Helen S. Baca
Sandia National Laboratories
National Technology & 
Engineering Solutions of 
Sandia, LLC
PO Box 5800, MS-0161
Albuquerque, NM 87185
505-845-9389
hsbaca@sandia.gov

Molly Bachechi
PO Box 25966
Albuquerque, NM 87125
505-268-2500
mbach855@gmail.com

E. Brooke Baker
5223 Deer Meadow Trail, NW
Albuquerque, NM 87120
505-440-6233
ebrookeb74@gmail.com

Hugo Balderas-Ibarra
2710 Revere Drive
Pasadena, TX 77502
830-776-3076
hbalderas03@gmail.com

Marcus R. Barry
4221 Balloon Park Road, NE
Albuquerque, NM 87109
505-761-0099
mbarry@trccompanies.com

Elizabeth Bates
520 Lomas Blvd., NW
Albuquerque, NM 87102
505-201-0825
elizabeth.bates
@da2nd.state.nm.us

Joshua J. Bieganowski
Bieganowski Law Group
801 Myrtle Avenue, 
Suite 100
El Paso, TX 79901
915-264-1800
915-759-4007 (fax)
jbieganowski@vjblaw.net

Lisa Marie Black
1234 Alamos Road
Corrales, NM 87048
415-317-1702
lisamblack7@gmail.com

Averie Brookes
20 E. Thomas Road, 
Suite 2200
Phoenix, AZ 85012
305-434-0745
averie@trinitylawfirm.com

Brandon Clayton Callahan
Bustos Law Firm
PO Box 1980
1001 Main Street, 
Suite 501 (79401)
Lubbock, TX 79408
806-780-3976
806-780-3800 (fax)
bcallahan
@bustoslawfirm.com

Martha Louisa Carpenter
New Mexico Legal Aid, Inc.
301 W. College Avenue, 
Suite 10
Silver City, NM 88061
575-388-0091
marthac@nmlegalaid.org

Christy S. Chapman
PO Box 901
Zuni, NM 87327
505-870-1299
christy.chapmanesq
@gmail.com

Erin L. Chavez
1035 Wagon Train Road, SE
Albuquerque, NM 87123
505-503-9068
echavez5304@gmail.com

William James Clark
Davis, Gerald & Cremer, PC
400 W. Illinois Avenue, 
Suite 1400
Midland, TX 79701
432-687-0011
432-686-5133 (fax)
wjclark@dgclaw.com

Sayda Eunice Colindres
4013 E. Rosemonte Drive
Phoenix, AZ 85050
832-693-0733
saydamc@gmail.com

Cody Russell Ethredge
520 Lomas Blvd., NW
Albuquerque, NM 87102
505-681-9508
cody.ethredge
@da2nd.state.nm.us

Cashmala Habib Fazal
4540 S. Rural Road, #B8
Tempe, AZ 85282
773-964-0665
cashmalafazal@hotmail.com

Valeria García
Narvaez Law Firm, PA
PO Box 25967
601 Rio Grande Blvd., NW 
(87104)
Albuquerque, NM 87125
505-248-0500
505-247-1344 (fax)
vgarcia@narvaezlawfirm.com

Logan M. Glasenapp
New Mexico Court of Appeals
2211 Tucker Avenue, NE
Albuquerque, NM 87106
505-841-4626
coalmg@nmcourts.gov

Ana Rita Goncalves Pincaro
75 Washington Road
Sayreville, NJ 08872
732-659-4140
arpincaro@gmail.com

mailto:Behles@jdbehles.com
mailto:Saba1119@gmail.com
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Clerk’s Certificates
Catherine M. Gonzalez
Butt Thornton & Baehr, PC
PO Box 3170
4101 Indian School Rd., NE, 
Suite 300 South (87110)
Albuquerque, NM 87190
505-884-0777
505-889-8870 (fax)
cgonzalez@btblaw.com

Tyler W. Green
Liggett Law Group, PC
1001 Main Street, 
Suite 300
Lubbock, TX 79401
806-744-4878
806-744-4879 (fax)
tyler@liggettlawgroup.com

Nicole C. Greenspan
PO Box 25102
Santa Fe, NM 87504
505-827-4108
nicole.greenspan@state.nm.us

Carrie Allison Hall
6826 S. Fourth Avenue
Phoenix, AZ 85041
480-364-5997
chall.phx@gmail.com

Nichole L. Henry
Whitener Law Firm, PA
4110 Cutler Avenue, NE
Albuquerque, NM 87110
505-242-3333
505-242-3322 (fax)
nichole
@whitenerlawfirm.com

Ramon Hernandez
PO Box 827
Hatch, NM 87937
575-635-6355
ramon_h12@yahoo.com

Alexandra N. Hess
1666 Callowhill Street #403
Philadelphia, PA 19130
602-885-6932
alexandra.hess@temple.edu

Demyra LaShontae Hover
PO Box 1652
Phoenix, AZ 85001
313-229-6419
demyrahover@yahoo.com

Todd Ames Hunter Jr.
Liles White, PLLC
500 N. Water Street, 
Suite 800
Corpus Christi, TX 78401
361-826-0100
361-826-0101 (fax)
todd@lileswhite.com

Jesse L. Kelly
Genus Law Group
500 Marquette Avenue, NW, 
Suite 1200
Albuquerque, NM 87102
505-835-6950
jessekelly2016@gmail.com

Brian Paul Kennedy
Brian Kennedy Law Firm, 
LLC
401 E. Main Street, Suite 408
El Paso, TX 79901
915-227-9290
brian@briankennedylaw.com

Gary Lasky
4677 N. Safford Avenue
Fresno, CA 93704
559-790-3495
data.nations@gmail.com

Amanda G. Laupheimer
Office of the Eighth Judicial 
District Attorney
105 Albright Street, 
Suite L
Taos, NM 87571
575-758-8683
alaupheimer@da.state.nm.us

Steven Michael Lewis
4815 E. Carefree Hwy., PMB 
#108-207
Cave Creek, AZ 85331
602-721-6586
sslewis@azsummitlaw.edu

Miguel Adrian Lozano
4811 Baranca Drive
Rio Rancho, NM 87144
575-650-4718
mlozano06@gmail.com

Anthony A. Maestas
Office of the Thirteenth 
Judicial District Attorney
PO Box 1750
711 S. Camino Del Pueblo
Bernalillo, NM 87004
505-771-7461
amaestas2@da.state.nm.us

Frances Marie Marshall
710 N. Colorado Street, 
Suite 110
Midland, TX 79701
432-685-1005
432-685-0733 (fax)
fmarshall@dlinkgrimes.com

Jaime Mayfield
PO Box 21961
Albuquerque, NM 87154
505-859-5578
jaimemayfield7@gmail.com

John F. McIntyre
Montgomery & Andrews, PA
PO Box 2307
325 Paseo de Peralta (87501)
Santa Fe, NM 87504
505-982-3873
jmcintyre@montand.com

Nechama D. Minkowicz
Law Offices of the Public 
Defender
419 W. Cain Street 
Hobbs, NM 88240
575-263-2722
575-318-2004 (fax)
nechama.minkowicz
@lopdnm.us

Stephanie H. Ng
Lexton Law
7700 Irvine Center Drive, 
Suite 960
Irvine, CA 92618
877-541-2111
stephanieng@lextonpi.com

Michael LaMont Nichols
321 E. Butler Avenue
Flagstaff, AZ 86001
562-537-5977
mlnicholsesq@outlook.com

Richard Q. Ohlfs
13412 Desert Zinnia Court, 
NE
Albuquerque, NM 87111
505-373-7829
rich.ohlfs@gmail.com

Mitchel J. Olson
PO Box 90594
Albuquerque, NM 87199
505-234-5457
mitchel.olson@comcast.net

Jaclyn M. H. Page
6956 Forest Hills Drive, NE
Albuquerque, NM 87109
505-506-9280
jmhpage@yahoo.com

Bayard Roberts IV
Modrall, Sperling, Roehl, 
Harris & Sisk, PA
PO Box 2168
500 Fourth Street, NW, 
Suite 1000 (87102)
Albuquerque, NM 87103
505-848-1800
bxr@modrall.com

Joseph Peter Rodriguez
1009 Boyd Avenue
Midland, TX 79705
432-448-3720
joseph44159@gmail.com

Robert L. Silva
Navajo Nation Department of 
Justice
PO Box 2010
Window Rock, AZ 86515
928-871-6935
rsilva@nndoj.org

Erica Bennett Sisemore
2101 W. Wadley, 
Suite 10
Midland, TX 79705
432-684-6389
432-684-0903 (fax)
erica@kerrfirm.com

Antonio Luis Solorzano
4591 Little Finch Lane
Las Vegas, NV 89115
509-846-5651
whalawitsa@gmail.com

Shahnaz Stanley
Ortega & Ortega, PLLC
7227 N. 16th Street, 
Suite 245
Phoenix, AZ 85020
602-368-1074
shahnaz@ortegalawyers.com
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Opinion

Emil J. Kiehne, Judge

{1} The New Mexico Military Institute 
(NMMI) sued the New Mexico Military 
Institute Alumni Association, Inc. (the 
Association), claiming that the Associa-
tion breached its contractual obligation to 
maintain a proper financial accounting 
system and also alleging that the Asso-
ciation was NMMI’s agent. NMMI asked 
that the Association be made to turn 
over donations it received while acting as 
NMMI’s agent. After a bench trial, the dis-
trict court found that the Association had 
not breached its contractual obligations to 
NMMI, but it also found that the contract 
between the Association and NMMI was 
terminable at will, that the Association was 
NMMI’s agent, and that NMMI had legally 
terminated the contract and revoked the 
Association’s authority to act as its agent. 
Based upon its latter findings, the district 
court imposed a constructive trust over 
donations that the Association received 
while acting as NMMI’s agent. 
{2} The Association appeals, claiming 
that: (1) NMMI lacked standing to bring 
its claims against the Association; (2) the 
district court’s ruling that the contract 
was terminable at will should be reversed 

because NMMI did not raise that theory 
until after trial; (3) the district court’s 
agency determination was not supported 
by substantial evidence; (4) imposition 
of a constructive trust was improper; 
and (5) requiring the Association to turn 
over donations that it received to NMMI 
violated the donors’ intent. We hold that 
NMMI had standing, we affirm the district 
court’s agency finding and the imposition 
of the constructive trust, and we reject the 
Association’s claim that the constructive 
trust violates the donors’ intent. Because 
we conclude that NMMI had a right to 
terminate its agency relationship with the 
Association regardless of the existence 
of the contract between them, we do not 
reach the questions of whether the contract 
was terminable at will or whether NMMI 
appropriately terminated the contract.
BACKGROUND
{3} NMMI is a state-funded school that 
provides students with up to four years of 
high school and two years of junior college 
instruction. The Association is a non-profit 
corporation whose purpose, as stated in its 
articles of incorporation, is “to promote 
the interest and welfare of [NMMI]. . .; 
to afford a permanent means of contact 
between [NMMI] and its alumni; to create, 
establish and maintain scholarships and 
student loan funds; and to collect and ad-
minister trust funds and endowments for 

the use and benefit of [NMMI]; and to do 
generally any and all things which may be 
deemed advisable, necessary or desirable 
in the interest of the [NMMI], its students 
and faculty.” The Association’s bylaws also 
describe its purposes as being, among 
other things, “[t]o promote the interest 
and welfare of the [NMMI,]” to “foster[] 
lifelong connections between its Alumni 
and [NMMI,]” and to “help establish and 
maintain scholarships, in conjunction 
with the New Mexico Military Institute 
Foundation (the NMMI Foundation), for 
deserving cadets to attend [NMMI.]”
{4} The Association was incorporated in 
1964 and was originally staffed by NMMI 
employees. In 1993 the Association and 
NMMI entered into a Memorandum of 
Agreement (MOA), and the staffers han-
dling alumni communication and coordi-
nation left the employment of NMMI and 
became employees of the Association. The 
employees’ duties did not change. NMMI 
continued to provide office space and utili-
ties to the Association free of charge. The 
Association staff also used NMMI phone 
lines and email servers, and used “@nmmi.
edu” email addresses. 
{5} The Association and NMMI entered 
into a series of agreements between 1993 
and 2013. The first was the 1993 MOA 
referenced above. In 2001 the Association 
and NMMI entered into a new MOA (the 
2001 MOA). They entered into a third 
MOA in 2012 (the 2012 MOA). The 2001 
MOA contained a number of affirmative 
covenants requiring the Association to 
do a number of things unless excused in 
writing by NMMI. These included main-
taining the Association’s status as a 501(c)
(3) corporation; maintaining the compo-
sition of the membership of its board of 
directors in accordance with its bylaws; 
employing an executive secretary selected 
by its board of directors; and retaining 
advisory and other professional services as 
deemed necessary to perform its primary 
function of supporting NMMI; serving as 
the primary repository of records relating 
to NMMI alumni; providing NMMI pub-
lications to alumni, cadets, and patrons; 
maintaining a database with continued 
updates of all alumni to be used by NMMI 
for fundraising programs; and receiving 
donations and disbursing those funds in 
conformity with any conditions imposed 
by the donors and in accordance with 
NMMI rules and regulations governing 
financial aid to cadets.
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{6} The 2012 MOA contained the same 
affirmative covenants. The 2012 MOA also 
contained language stating that NMMI 
had reviewed the Association’s articles 
and bylaws and “found them acceptable” 
and that any proposed amendments would 
be provided to NMMI for consideration 
and comment. All three MOAs contained 
provisions obligating the Association to 
manage, document and track its financial 
activity and provide financial informa-
tion to NMMI. The 1993 and 2001 MOAs 
contained language stating that the As-
sociation was not NMMI’s agent. The 
2012 MOA, however, did not contain this 
language and did not say anything about 
whether an agency relationship existed 
between the parties.
{7} NMMI, the Association, and the 
NMMI Foundation, a non-profit founda-
tion that provides primarily financial sup-
port to NMMI, provided financial support 
to the Association, and holds scholarship 
funds for students of NMMI, also entered 
into an “Alliance Agreement” to coordinate 
fundraising efforts. The Alliance Agree-
ment outlined the duties of each party 
relating to fundraising. This agreement 
required that the Association supply an 
annual budget to the Alliance Committee, 
a group made up of representatives from 
the NMMI Foundation, NMMI, and the 
Association for approval. 
{8} The Association held funds given to 
it by donors for the purpose of providing 
scholarships to NMMI students. Some of 
these funds had donor-imposed restric-
tions. The scholarship committee, which 
consisted of representatives from NMMI, 
the Association, and the NMMI Founda-
tion, met each February to award scholar-
ships from those funds. Students seeking 
scholarships would contact NMMI’s 
financial aid office, and if a scholarship 
was awarded to a student using the As-
sociation’s funds, NMMI would bill the 
Association at the end of the academic 
year.
{9} In July 2009, NMMI hired a new presi-
dent and superintendent, Major General 
Jerry Grizzle. General Grizzle reviewed 
the agreements between NMMI and the 
Association that were then in force, includ-
ing the 2001 MOA and the Third Amended 
Alliance Agreement. General Grizzle 
believed that the 2001 MOA was outdated 
and wanted to update it to reflect “current 
processes, procedures, titles.” General 
Grizzle also became concerned about the 
Association’s operations and believed it 
was “in violation of every condition” in the 

2001 MOA. Beginning in 2010, General 
Grizzle had discussions with successive 
board presidents of the Association about 
his concerns. General Grizzle’s primary 
concern was his belief that the Association 
was not complying with the MOA’s provi-
sions governing financial accounting and 
management of its finances. These efforts 
resulted in the parties signing the 2012 
MOA.
{10} The Association, however, still 
did not provide any audited financial 
statements to NMMI, and it appeared 
to General Grizzle that the Association 
was not likely to file a timely, audited 
tax return. Thus, on February 21, 2013, 
NMMI’s Board of Regents sent a letter to 
the Association stating that it intended to 
terminate the 2012 MOA because the As-
sociation had not maintained an adequate 
financial accounting system and had not 
provided NMMI with a copy of its annual 
audit, and asking it to cure these problems 
within thirty days. The Association did not 
respond to this letter. In April 2013, NMMI 
sent a final notice to the Association that it 
was terminating the relationship between 
NMMI and the Association. On this same 
date, NMMI removed the Association 
from its offices on NMMI property. 
{11} NMMI brought suit against the 
Association in June 2013 claiming that 
the Association breached its contractual 
obligation to maintain an adequate finan-
cial accounting system, and that the As-
sociation was in possession of funds that it 
received on behalf of NMMI while acting 
as NMMI’s agent. It asked the district court 
to: freeze the Association’s accounts; pro-
hibit the Association from using NMMI’s 
name, logos, and trademarks; impose a 
constructive trust on funds in the As-
sociation’s custody; appoint a receiver; 
order the Association to account for funds 
it received while an agent of NMMI; and 
order the Association to transfer all funds 
received for the benefit of NMMI or its 
cadets to an appropriate custodian. 
{12} The district court held a one-week 
bench trial. Most of the evidence and 
argument focused on the Association’s al-
legedly inadequate accounting system, but 
the parties also tried the issue of whether 
the Association was NMMI’s agent. After 
the trial, the district court issued an initial 
set of findings of fact and conclusions of 
law, finding that the Association acted 
as NMMI’s agent, that the Association 
did not breach the 2012 MOA, and that 
NMMI had improperly terminated the 
2012 MOA. The district court then issued a 

judgment and order, imposing a construc-
tive trust over funds in the Association’s 
custody, and stating that because the As-
sociation was NMMI’s agent, it had a duty 
to convey these funds to NMMI or the 
NMMI Foundation if NMMI so directed. 
After post-trial motions filed by both par-
ties, the district court issued supplemental 
findings of fact and conclusions of law, 
reiterating that the Association had acted 
as NMMI’s agent, and stating that “NMMI, 
as the principal, [could] terminate the As-
sociation’s authority to act as its agent for 
any reason.” The district court also found 
that the 2012 MOA was terminable at 
will. The court issued an amended judg-
ment reiterating its agency finding and 
the creation of a constructive trust over 
funds in NMMI’s custody. The Association 
appeals from the district court’s ruling and 
its imposition of a constructive trust.
DISCUSSION
A.  NMMI had standing to sue the  

Association
{13} New Mexico’s standing doctrine 
requires litigants to allege that “(1) they 
are directly injured as a result of the ac-
tion they seek to challenge[,]  (2) there is 
a causal relationship between the injury 
and the challenged conduct[,] and (3) the 
injury is likely to be redressed by a favor-
able decision.” ACLU of N.M. v. City of 
Albuquerque, 2008-NMSC-045, ¶  1, 144 
N.M. 471, 188 P.3d 1222. Whether a party 
has standing presents a question of law that 
we review de novo. Id. ¶ 6.
{14} Here NMMI alleged in its complaint 
that the Association acted as its agent, that 
“[a]lumni and others have made numerous 
and substantial monetary contributions 
to the Association on the condition, both 
express and implied, that those funds 
directly benefit NMMI,” and that because 
the relationship between NMMI and the 
Association had been terminated, the As-
sociation should not be allowed to retain 
control over funds that were intended to 
benefit NMMI. These claims allege an 
injury to NMMI in the form of loss of ac-
cess to and control over funds intended to 
support its students and programs.
{15} NMMI further alleged that it had 
demanded the return of the funds, but 
that the Association had not responded 
to the demand, and apparently could not 
or would not act on the demand because 
its board had split into two factions with 
contrary aims. These allegations were 
sufficient to allege a causal connection 
between NMMI’s loss of access to and con-
trol over the funds and the Association’s 
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unwillingness or inability to return the 
funds to NMMI, despite its obligation to 
do so as NMMI’s agent. See, e.g., Moser v. 
Bertram, 1993-NMSC-040, ¶ 6, 115 N.M. 
766, 858 P.2d 854 (stating that an “agent 
stands in a fiduciary relationship with his 
or her principal, a position of great trust 
and confidence commanding the utmost 
good faith”); Restatement (Third) of 
Agency § 8.01 (Am. Law Inst. 2006) (“An 
agent has a fiduciary duty to act loyally 
for the principal’s benefit in all matters 
connected with the agency relationship.”). 
Finally, a favorable decision would redress 
NMMI’s alleged injury by giving it control 
over funds that the Association had raised 
on NMMI’s behalf.
{16} The Association claims, however, 
that NMMI failed to prove that it suffered 
any injury because the district court re-
jected NMMI’s claim that it violated the 
2012 MOA. The Association acknowledges 
NMMI’s argument that as its agent, “the 
Association must return property that it 
can no longer rightfully possess after the 
termination of the agency relationship[,]” 
but asserts that NMMI lacks standing 
because: (1)  NMMI failed to prove that 
it suffered any injury; (2) NMMI failed 
to offer evidence “that would suggest that 
the Association was not the proper party 
to hold and administer the funds under its 
control”; (3) “no language in the MOA . . . 
suggest[s] that [NMMI] is the proper own-
er or trustee of the Association’s funds”; 
and (4) “[t]here is also no law on point that 
holds that an agent must disgorge its own 
property to a principal absent any breach 
of fiduciary duty.” 
{17} These arguments lack merit. The 
premise of the Association’s arguments is 
that NMMI needed to demonstrate that 
the Association committed some breach 
of duty, or caused some harm, to justify 
NMMI’s decision to terminate the agency 
relationship. But as we will explain at fur-
ther length in response to the Association’s 
substantial evidence claim, NMMI was en-
titled to terminate the Association’s status 
as its agent for any reason or no reason. 
The Association was therefore obligated 
to turn over to NMMI all donations that 
it had collected on NMMI’s behalf, even 
if its conduct was faultless. Here, NMMI 
sufficiently demonstrated that it had 
standing by alleging and proving that the 
Association was its agent, that the agency 
relationship had been terminated, and 
that nevertheless the Association would 
not or could not turn over to NMMI the 
donations that it had collected on NMMI’s 

behalf. We therefore conclude that NMMI 
had standing to pursue its claims against 
the Association. See Am. Fed’n of State, 
Cty. & Mun. Employees, Council 18 v. Bd. 
of Cty. Comm’rs, 2016-NMSC-017, ¶  32, 
373 P.3d 989 (holding that injury-in-fact 
requirement to obtain standing is satis-
fied where the plaintiff “show[s] that [it] 
is imminently threatened with injury, or, 
put another way, that [it] is faced with 
a real risk of future injury, as a result of 
the challenged action or statute” (internal 
quotation marks and citation omitted)).
B.  The district court’s determination 

that the Association was acting 
as NMMI’s agent is supported by 
substantial evidence

{18} The Association next claims that 
substantial evidence does not exist to 
support the district court’s finding that 
the Association acted as NMMI’s agent, 
because there was no evidence that NMMI 
exercised the degree of control over the As-
sociation required to support the existence 
of an agency relationship. We disagree.
{19} “On appeal, we will not disturb a 
finding of agency if [it is] supported by 
substantial evidence.” Gallegos v. Citi-
zens Ins. Agency, 1989-NMSC-055, ¶ 17, 
108 N.M. 722, 779 P.2d 99. “Substantial 
evidence is such relevant evidence that a 
reasonable mind would find adequate to 
support a conclusion.” State ex rel. King v. B 
& B Inv. Grp., Inc., 2014-NMSC-024, ¶ 12, 
329 P.3d 658 (internal quotation marks and 
citation omitted). “[W]hen considering 
a claim of insufficiency of the evidence, 
the appellate court resolves all disputes of 
facts in favor of the successful party and 
indulges all reasonable inferences in sup-
port of the prevailing party.” Las Cruces 
Prof ’l Fire Fighters v. City of Las Cruces, 
1997-NMCA-044, ¶ 12, 123 N.M. 329, 940 
P.2d 177. 
{20} “An agent is one authorized by an-
other to act on his behalf and under his 
control.” Hansler v. Bass, 1987-NMCA-
106, ¶ 28, 106 N.M. 382, 743 P.2d 1031. 
Whether an agency relationship exists is 
a question of fact to be determined “from 
all of the facts and circumstances of the 
case, together with the conduct and com-
munications between the parties.” Brown 
v. Cooley, 1952-NMSC-083, ¶ 8, 56 N.M. 
630, 247 P.2d 868. The existence of an 
agency relationship does not depend on 
the name that the parties use to describe 
their relationship. See Chevron Oil Co. v. 
Sutton, 1973-NMSC-111, ¶ 4, 85 N.M. 679, 
515 P.2d 1283 (stating that “the majority 
rule is that the manner in which the parties 

designate a relationship is not controlling, 
and if an act done by one person on behalf 
of another is in its essential nature one of 
agency, the one is the agent of the other, 
notwithstanding he is not so called”). 
{21} Here, the Association does not 
dispute that it acted on NMMI’s behalf, 
but claims that NMMI did not exercise 
sufficient control over the Association to 
render the Association its agent. In deter-
mining whether an agency relationship 
exists, the “principal consideration” is “the 
control, or right to control” the agent’s 
conduct. Shaver v. Bell, 1964-NMSC-255, 
¶ 16, 74 N.M. 700, 397 P.2d 723. The 
principal, however, need not control, or 
have a right to control, all aspects of the 
agent’s activities. “Thus, a person may be 
an agent although the principal lacks the 
right to control the full range of the agent’s 
activities, how the agent uses time, or the 
agent’s exercise of professional judgement.” 
Restatement (Third) of Agency § 1.01 cmt. 
c (Am. Law Inst. 2006).
{22} In New Mexico, our case law has 
not required a particularly invasive level of 
control to support a finding that a princi-
pal-agent relationship exists. For example, 
in Shaver, a plaintiff who was injured after 
slipping in a puddle of gasoline at a service 
station sued both the actual operators of 
the station (Bass and Hendrix) and the 
man who had leased the station and sold 
gasoline to them (Bell) for negligence. Bell 
argued that Bass and Hendrix were not 
his agents because he could not control 
their operation of the gas station, and 
he obtained summary judgment on that 
basis. Shaver, 1964-NMSC-255, ¶ 1. Our 
Supreme Court reversed, holding that a 
dispute of fact existed about whether Bass 
and Hendrix were Bell’s agents, although 
Bell did not control their day-to-day ac-
tivities, where: (1) Bell provided “certain 
specified equipment” to the station; (2) 
Bell provided advertising for the station 
and paid its utilities; (3) Hendrix and Bass 
agreed to purchase gasoline sold by Bell; 
(4) Bell employed a “[s]tation [s]upervi-
sor” to check on the station every week or 
two; and (5)  Bell “sometimes suggested 
the price at which the gasoline should 
be sold, as well as ways to increase the 
business of the station, [although] these 
were suggestions only.” Id. ¶¶  3, 25-26. 
Similarly, in Chevron Oil, our Supreme 
Court held that an issue of fact existed 
about whether Chevron, who had leased 
a gas station to a man named Sharp, but 
did not control his day-to-day operations, 
was in a principal-agent relationship where 
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Chevron required Sharp to promote Chev-
ron’s products, to remain open for certain 
hours, and to meet minimum standards of 
cleanliness and order, and where Chevron 
provided Sharp with gasoline, advertising, 
and uniforms, and allowed his customers 
to pay with Chevron credit cards.  1973-
NMSC-111, ¶  7. And in Gallegos, our 
Supreme Court held that an insurance 
agency was in a principal-agent relation-
ship with an insurance salesman where 
the salesman had access to the insurance 
agency’s office building and rate books, 
solicited business for the insurance agency, 
and received price information from the 
insurance agency to relay to his customers.  
1989-NMSC-055, ¶ 18. 
{23} We conclude that substantial evi-
dence supported the district court’s finding 
that NMMI exercised sufficient control 
over the Association to place them in a 
principal-agent relationship. First, there 
was abundant evidence to support the 
existence of a close relationship between 
NMMI and the Association, and that the 
donations it solicited were for the benefit of 
NMMI and its students. The district court 
found that “[t]he Association, as an affili-
ated entity, has provided support to NMMI 
by raising funds on behalf of NMMI that 
were intended to benefit NMMI and its 
cadets[,]”; that “[t]he Association solicited 
donations on behalf of NMMI,”; that “[o]n 
behalf of NMMI, the Association created 
and established endowments, including 
those for scholarships, intended to benefit 
[the Association],”; and that the Associa-
tion “solicited and raised funds to promote 
and help fund NMMI’s] annual homecom-
ing festivities,” to “offset and support the 
costs of various NMMI programs and 
cadet activities[,]” and to “create and estab-
lish professorial endowments at NMMI.” 
All three MOAs, the Association’s by-laws, 
and the Association’s articles of incorpora-
tion described the Association’s purposes 
as promoting the interest and welfare of 
NMMI and collecting and administer-
ing trust funds and endowments for the 
use and benefit of NMMI. The 2001 and 
2012 MOAs specified that the Association 
would serve as the primary repository of 
records relating to alumni for NMMI. 
The Association’s scholarship funds were 
solicited on behalf of NMMI’s students.
{24} There was also substantial evi-
dence of NMMI’s power to control the 
Association’s fundraising activities. The 
district court found that as an “affiliated 
entity with NMMI, the Association has 
been permitted to use the name ‘NMMI’ 

in its corporate title and allowed the use 
of NMMI’s name and marks in its letter-
head”; that “[u]ntil NMMI declared the 
[2012 MOA] to be terminated, the Asso-
ciation’s office was located on the campus 
of NMMI”; up until the 2012 MOA, all 
previous MOAs stated that the Association 
was not an agent of NMMI; and that “[a]
ll three MOAs required the Association 
to undertake several commitments[,]” 
including the maintenance of an adequate 
financial accounting system and submis-
sion to annual audits. Any changes to the 
Association’s bylaws and its articles of 
incorporation required NMMI approval. 
The 2001 and 2012 MOAs also required 
the Association to do a number of things, 
“unless excused by [NMMI] in writing,” 
including maintaining its existence as a 
tax-exempt organization, employing an 
executive secretary, organizing its staff 
and retaining advisory and other profes-
sionals services as it deemed necessary.” 
These provisions indicate a level of control 
on the part of NMMI, as they outline the 
basic structure and organization that the 
Association was to have and make clear 
where the Association had authority to 
exercise its own professional discretion. 
{25} The 2012 MOA also required the As-
sociation to provide NMMI publications to 
alumni, provide and maintain a database 
with continued updates of all alumni, 
and to receive and disburse scholarship 
funds in conformity with all conditions 
imposed by the donors and in accordance 
with NMMI rules governing financial aid 
to cadets. Students at NMMI had to apply 
for Association-administered scholarships 
through NMMI’s financial aid office, and 
the Association provided the scholarship 
funds for students to NMMI. 
{26} This evidence established that 
NMMI exercised at least as much, if not 
more, control over the Association as 
did the principals in Shaver, Chevron Oil, 
and Gallegos. To be sure, the Association 
pointed to contrary evidence, such as 
the testimony of its past president, John 
Phinizy, and its former executive secretary, 
David Romero, that NMMI did not control 
the Association’s actions; NMMI’s audited 
financial statements, which appeared to 
disclaim any ability to control the Associa-
tion’s daily operations; and statements in 
the 1993 and 2001 MOAs that explicitly 
disclaimed a principal-agent relationship 
between NMMI and the Association. 
But on substantial evidence review, “[t]
he question is not whether substantial 
evidence exists to support the opposite 

result, but rather whether such evidence 
supports the result reached.” Sandoval v. 
Baker Hughes Oilfield Operations, Inc., 
2009-NMCA-095, ¶ 41, 146 N.M. 853, 215 
P.3d 791 (internal quotation marks and 
citation omitted). Having concluded that 
the evidence was sufficient to support the 
district court’s finding that the Association 
acted as NMMI’s agent, we affirm that 
finding.
C.  NMMI had the power to terminate 

its agency relationship with the 
Association, regardless of whether 
the 2012 MOA was terminable only 
for cause, and the district court’s 
imposition of the constructive 
trust was proper

{27} The Association vigorously argues 
that NMMI could only terminate the 2012 
MOA for cause, and given that the district 
court found that the Association did not 
violate the 2012 MOA, NMMI suffered 
no injury that would entitle it to end the 
parties’ relationship or justify the imposi-
tion of a constructive trust requiring that 
it transfer the scholarship funds in its 
possession to NMMI. The Association also 
argues that the district court’s post-trial 
finding that the 2012 MOA was terminable 
at will cannot justify the order requiring 
it to turn over its scholarship funds to 
NMMI, and should be reversed, because 
NMMI did not raise the terminable-at-
will theory until after trial concluded. 
Moreover, the Association argues that even 
if the district court’s agency finding was 
supported by the evidence, that “would not 
justify the transfer of funds to [NMMI].” 
The Association therefore asks this Court 
to reverse the district court’s judgment and 
“order the immediate return of the funds” 
to the Association. In response, NMMI 
argues that because the Association was 
its agent, it therefore could end its agency 
relationship regardless of whether the 2012 
MOA was terminable only for cause, and 
even if the Association complied with all of 
its obligations to NMMI. Whether NMMI 
as principal could terminate its agency 
relationship with the Association without 
cause presents a question of law that we 
review de novo. See Bank of N.Y. Mellon 
v. Lopes, 2014-NMCA-097, ¶ 6, 336 P.3d 
443 (“We review issues of law de novo.”).
{28} Although the parties have not cited 
any New Mexico cases that have directly 
addressed the issue, the overwhelming, if 
not unanimous, weight of authority is that 
a principal has the power to terminate an 
agency relationship at any time and for 
any reason, even if the principal and agent 
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have signed a contract providing that their 
relationship is irrevocable or may be ter-
minated only for cause. The Restatement 
(Second) of Agency § 118 (Am. Law Inst. 
1958) states that “[a]uthority terminates 
if the principal or the agent manifests to 
the other dissent to its continuance[,]” and 
Comment b to this section explains that 
“[t]he principal has power to revoke and 
the agent has power to renounce, although 
doing so is in violation of a contract be-
tween the parties.” A principal or agent 
who terminates the relationship in viola-
tion of such a contract may still be subject 
to liability to the other party for breach of 
contract.  Restatement (Second) of Agency 
§ 118 cmts. b, c. There is an exception to 
this rule where the agent’s authority is a 
“power given as security[,]” Restatement 
(Second) of Agency § 138 (Am. Law. Inst. 
1958), but that does not apply here. 
{29} The Restatement (Third) of Agency 
§  3.10 (Am. Law Inst. 2006) similarly 
states that “[n]otwithstanding any agree-
ment between the principal and agent, 
an agent’s actual authority terminates . . . 
if the principal revokes the agent’s actual 
authority.” Comment b to this section also 
states that the principal’s power to revoke 
an agent’s authority “is not extinguished 
because an agreement between principal 
and agent states that the agent’s actual 
authority shall be irrevocable or shall not 
be revoked except under specified circum-
stances[,]” although exercising that power 
“may constitute a breach of contract.” 
Comment b further explains that “[t]he 
rationale for the power to revoke . . . is 
that agency is a consensual relationship.” 
The power to revoke is justified because an 
agent with authority “holds ongoing power 
to act with adverse consequences for the 
principal[,]” and thus a principal should 
not be compelled to accept the services of 
an agent that has lost the principal’s con-
fidence. Restatement (Third) of Agency § 
3.10 cmt. b. The principal may, however, 
still be liable for breach of contract if it has 
wrongfully terminated an agent’s authority 
(except that specific performance is not a 
remedy available to the agent). Id.
{30} Case law from other jurisdictions 
confirms application of these general 
principles, and the Association has not 
cited any authority to the contrary. See, 
e.g., Gov’t Guarantee Fund of Republic of 
Finland v. Hyatt Corp., 95 F.3d 291, 300 
(3d Cir. 1996) (stating that agency rela-
tionship is ordinarily terminable even if 
the parties agreed the relationship could 
not be terminated); Woolley v. Embassy 

Suites, Inc., 278 Cal. Rptr. 719, 724 (Ct. 
App. 1991) (stating that “[i]t is a cardinal 
principle of agency law that a principal 
who employs an agent always retains the 
power to revoke the agency”); Ireland v. 
Wynkoop, 539 P.2d 1349, 1362 (Colo. App. 
Ct. 1975) (reversing portion of injunction 
that purported to prevent principal from 
terminating agent’s authority, noting that 
principal has the power to terminate an 
agency relationship at any time, even in 
breach of a contract).
{31} Because the district court found 
that the Association was NMMI’s agent 
(a finding that we have already held was 
supported by substantial evidence), it 
follows that NMMI could terminate the 
Association’s authority to act as its agent 
without cause, even if the 2012 MOA 
could only be terminated for cause, and 
despite the district court’s finding that 
the Association did not breach the 2012 
MOA. While we are sympathetic with 
the Association’s protests that it did not 
breach any duty to NMMI, mismanage 
any of its funds, or give NMMI any cause 
to terminate their relationship, the law 
is clear that NMMI needed no cause to 
terminate the Association’s status as an 
agent. The Association further argues 
that allowing NMMI to terminate their 
relationship without cause violates New 
Mexico law requiring the enforcement of 
contracts, because the 2012 MOA only 
allows termination for cause. But as we 
have stated, the law allows a principal to 
terminate an agent’s authority to act re-
gardless of any agreement to the contrary. 
If the Association believed that NMMI 
breached the 2012 MOA by terminating 
the relationship, the Association could 
have asserted a breach of contract coun-
terclaim in the district court, but it did 
not do so.
{32} Because NMMI had the power to 
terminate its agency relationship with the 
Association, it follows that the district 
court properly imposed a constructive 
trust requiring the Association to turn over 
funds it solicited on NMMI’s behalf while 
acting as NMMI’s agent. “The imposition 
of a constructive trust is an equitable 
remedy . . . within the broad discretion of 
the district court.” In re Estate of Duran, 
2003-NMSC-008, ¶  35, 133 N.M. 553, 
66 P.3d 326. “A constructive trust will be 
imposed to prevent unjust enrichment 
that would result if the person having the 
property were permitted to retain it.” Id. 
¶ 34 (internal quotation marks and citation 
omitted).

{33} As an agent, the Association owed 
fiduciary duties to its principal, NMMI. 
Hydro Res. Corp. v. Gray, 2007-NMSC-061, 
¶ 40, 143 N.M. 142, 173 P.3d 749 (stating 
that “agency is a fiduciary relationship, 
whereby the agent is required to act only 
in the interest of the principal”). As part 
of its fiduciary duty, the Association was 
required to respect NMMI’s interest in 
the donations that it solicited on NMMI’s 
behalf. See Restatement (Third) of Agency 
§ 8.12 (Am. Law Inst. 2006) (stating that 
an agent has a duty “not to deal with the 
principal’s property so that it appears to 
be the agent’s property” and “to keep and 
render accounts to the principal of money 
or other property received or paid out on 
the principal’s account”). Once NMMI 
terminated the Association’s status as an 
agent, it was required to turn over those 
funds to NMMI. See Restatement (Third) 
of Agency § 8.05 cmt. b (Am. Law Inst. 
2006) (“A former agent who continues to 
possess property of a principal has a duty 
to return it and to comply with . . . man-
agement and record-keeping rules[.]”). It 
would therefore have been unjust for the 
district court to allow the Association to 
retain those funds in the face of NMMI’s 
demand for their return. The district court 
therefore acted within its discretion by 
imposing the constructive trust.
D.  The Association’s claim that the 

district court’s imposition of a  
constructive trust violated the 
donors’ intent and New Mexico 
testamentary law lacks merit

{34} The Association’s final claim is 
that the district court’s constructive trust 
violated the intent of donors who made 
testamentary gifts to the Association to be 
administered by the Association. We hold 
that this claim is meritless. 
{35} As discussed above, the district 
court’s imposition of the constructive 
trust was based on its finding that the 
Association was NMMI’s agent, and on 
its conclusion that NMMI, as principal, 
was entitled to terminate the agency re-
lationship and require the Association, as 
its agent, to turn over all funds that it re-
ceived while acting as NMMI’s agent. The 
Association claims that it is nevertheless 
entitled to keep the funds that it received 
and solicited on NMMI’s behalf because 
the donors intended that the Association 
should be in charge of administering 
and distributing those funds. In support 
of this claim, the Association cites In re 
Cable Family Trust, 2010-NMSC-017, 148 
N.M. 127, 231 P.3d 108 and In re Estate 
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of Seymour, 1979-NMSC-069, 93 N.M. 
328, 600 P.2d 274 for the legal principle 
that a donor “may do as he or she wishes 
with his or her money” and that courts 
should therefore strive to give effect to 
a donor’s intent. The Association, rely-
ing on Schwarzkopf v. American Heart 
Association, 541 So. 2d 1348 (Fla. Dist. 
Ct. App. 1989) and National City Bank 
of Michigan/Illinois v. Northern Illinois 
University, 818 N.E.2d 453 (Ill. App. Ct. 
2004), also argues that a court “has no 
authority to alter the terms of a decedent’s 
will, even if there is evidence that there is 
a more cost effective and efficient means 
of operation.” 
{36} The Association’s arguments, how-
ever, do not grapple with the district court’s 
actual ruling or demonstrate that it was 
wrong. We have no quarrel with the prin-
ciple that courts should attempt to give ef-
fect to the intent of donors or testators with 

respect to the disposition of their assets, 
or with the Association’s reliance on Cable 
and Seymour for that general proposition. 
But the district court found that the funds 
at issue here were donated to the Associa-
tion in its capacity as an agent for NMMI, 
and that NMMI was therefore entitled to 
demand that they be turned over to it. The 
Association has cited no authority for the 
proposition that where an agent receives 
or solicits funds on behalf of its principal, 
it is entitled to keep those funds, even in 
the face of a demand from its principal 
for their return, merely because the do-
nor intended that the agent be the one to 
administer the funds. Accordingly, the As-
sociation has failed to demonstrate that the 
district court erred. See In re Adoption of 
Doe, 1984-NMSC-024, ¶ 2, 100 N.M. 764, 
676 P.2d 1329 (“We assume where argu-
ments in briefs are unsupported by cited 
authority, counsel after diligent search, was 

unable to find any supporting authority.”). 
{37} Similarly, we also have no reason to 
dispute the principle that a court may not 
modify a will or gift merely because there’s 
a more efficient way of distributing the 
funds. But the district court’s decision was 
not based on efficiency concerns, and the 
Association’s argument and authority on 
this point are therefore irrelevant. Accord-
ingly, we reject the Association’s challenge 
to the district court’s order directing it to 
turn over funds that it received while act-
ing as NMMI’s agent.
CONCLUSION
{38} We affirm the district court’s judg-
ment.  
{39} IT IS SO ORDERED.
EMIL J. KIEHNE, Judge

WE CONCUR:
J. MILES HANISEE, Judge
JULIE J. VARGAS, Judge
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J. Miles Hanisee, Judge

{1} The State appeals the district court’s 
pretrial ruling prohibiting one of its wit-
nesses from testifying as an expert. We 
affirm in part, reverse in part, and remand 
for further proceedings.
I. BACKGROUND
{2} At approximately 7:30 p.m. on Oc-
tober 18, 2013, Deputy Leonard Armijo 
responded to a report of a two-vehicle 
accident involving a Ford Bronco and 
Toyota 4Runner. Upon arriving at the 
scene, Deputy Armijo observed a Ford 
Bronco lying on its side with a deceased 
individual inside. Defendant Emily A. 
Ruffin was standing in front of the Ford 
Bronco and told Deputy Armijo she was 
the driver of the Toyota 4Runner. She was 
in a hurry to pick up a friend from the 
airport when her phone rang and fell to 
the floor. When she looked at the floor, the 
Ford Bronco “swerved and cut in front of 
her, which had caused the crash.” Deputy 
Armijo detected an odor of alcohol while 
talking with Defendant, prompting him 
to call a DWI unit to his location. Deputy 
Johan Jareño responded and after inves-
tigating Defendant for DWI, placed her 
under arrest. Defendant was charged, inter 
alia, with homicide by vehicle and driving 

while under the influence of intoxicating 
liquor or drugs.
{3} A week before trial was scheduled, the 
State, for the first time, notified the district 
court and defense counsel that it intended 
to qualify Deputy Armijo as an expert wit-
ness in, as the State later clarified, “crash 
investigations.” The district court neither 
ruled on the admissibility of Deputy 
Armijo’s proposed expert testimony, nor 
accepted Deputy Armijo as an expert wit-
ness under Rule 11702 NMRA (providing 
the requirements for a witness to be quali-
fied and give an opinion as an expert).
{4} Four days before trial was scheduled, 
Defendant filed a motion in limine, seek-
ing to prohibit Deputy Armijo from tes-
tifying as an expert witness on the issue 
of causation and in regard to accident re-
construction, and to limit his testimony to 
only his personal observations during his 
investigation of the accident scene. During 
the hearing on Defendant’s motion, held 
the day before trial was scheduled, De-
fendant also argued that Deputy Armijo’s 
proposed expert testimony should also 
be excluded under Rule 11-403 NMRA 
because it bore “a legitimate risk of mis-
leading the jury.”
{5} During the hearing, Deputy Armijo 
testified that for approximately eight years 
he had been assigned to the DWI Traffic 
Unit of the Bernalillo County Sheriff ’s De-

partment. In conjunction with his assign-
ment, he attended a 240-hour, three-phase 
training course in crash investigations and 
reconstruction. As part of the first phase 
of training—“at-scene crash investiga-
tions”—Deputy Armijo learned how to 
respond to crash investigations, assist at 
and protect the scene, and observe points 
of impact, “skid marks,” “yaw marks,” 
“other debris deposited on the asphalt,” 
and vehicles at their “final rest.” During the 
second phase of training—“advanced at-
scene crash”—he learned “airborne equa-
tions, what vehicles would become air-
borne[,] . . . speed analysis, crash analysis, 
[and] what causes vehicles to change 
directions.” Deputy Armijo testified that 
to conduct a speed analysis, “[y]ou have 
to ascertain what’s called the coefficient of 
friction or what is commonly referred to as 
the drag factor of the roadway[,]” which is 
determined by using a mathematical equa-
tion. During the third and final phase of 
training—“crash reconstruction”—Deputy 
Armijo learned how to reconstruct a crash, 
which involves observing the scene, look-
ing at the crash damage, looking at the 
position of the vehicles, and looking for 
“any road evidence to include skid marks, 
[and] vehicle debris[.]” He testified this 
“teaches you where to locate the area of 
impact, where the crash occurred, how it 
occurred, and how the vehicles sustained 
the damage that they’ve sustained.”
{6} Deputy Armijo explained that while a 
sergeant can override his recommendation 
as to whether a full accident reconstruction 
should be conducted, he only conducts 
such a reconstruction when there are no 
independent witnesses, he has no corrobo-
rating statements from the drivers, and/or 
the evidence does not match with what he 
observes at the scene of the accident. Deputy 
Armijo testified that, without conducting a 
full reconstruction of a given accident, he is 
only able to form an opinion regarding:

[H]ow the vehicles came together. 
What contacted. What is on each 
of the vehicles. There’s specific 
damage to each of the vehicles 
that the vehicles will sustain dur-
ing the contact of the vehicles. 
It’s basically like a jigsaw puzzle. 
You can put those two vehicles 
together. As long as the damage 
matches up to what the evidence 
shows, reconstruction wouldn’t 
be necessary.

Deputy Armijo testified that he had inves-
tigated over five thousand crashes—three 
hundred eighty-seven of which involved 
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great bodily injury or fatality—and per-
formed full accident reconstructions in 
only eleven cases. During ensuing court 
proceedings, he had been qualified as an 
expert in “crash investigations” on four 
prior occasions, and in “crash reconstruc-
tion” on six occasions.
{7} In this case, Deputy Armijo decided 
not to conduct a full accident reconstruc-
tion “because what I was looking at, it 
was quite obvious, it was quite a simple 
crash.” Deputy Armijo observed “specific 
damage” to the Ford Bronco’s red tail light 
lens, as well as to the clear head light lens 
of Defendant’s vehicle. He then “walked” 
the scene of the accident and located 
pieces of the vehicles’ red and clear lenses 
deposited on the road approximately seven 
or eight hundred feet from the vehicles’ 
resting points, which helped him locate 
the apparent point of impact. Although 
he did not see any “braking marks on ei-
ther vehicle[,]” Deputy Armijo observed 
yaw marks, which he stated are consistent 
with a vehicle sliding sideways, and gouge 
marks, which he explained indicate a ve-
hicle’s roof and/or metal making contact 
with the road.
{8} While discussing the Ford Bronco, 
Deputy Armijo stated it was “fairly obvi-
ous” that it had rolled over. When asked 
what starts a rollover, Deputy Armijo 
stated:

The stability of that vehicle has 
been compromised by another 
vehicle coming into contact with 
it. Once that vehicle has gone into 
the yaw marks sliding sideways, 
it’s inevitable that vehicle is go-
ing to roll over due to the fact 
that the make and model of that 
vehicle, the speeds, and once the 
rims come in contact with the 
pavement[,] . . . [i]t’s going to roll.

In addition to not undertaking a full ac-
cident reconstruction, Deputy Armijo 
did not use any mathematical formulae in 
conjunction with his observations and de-
terminations regarding the accident scene, 
including those that would be necessary to 
ascertain vehicle speed.
{9} On cross examination, defense counsel 
asked Deputy Armijo about Defendant’s 
Exhibit A, Deputy Armijo’s handwrit-
ten field notes concerning the accident. 
Deputy Armijo admitted that he did not 
write speed calculations, rollover sequence 
calculations, or any other type of calcula-
tions in his field notes. He also admitted 
that he “did not perform a timeline analysis 
of what occurred at various points in the 

crash,” take crash measurements, analyze 
scratch patterns on the Ford Bronco to 
determine how many times it rolled, mea-
sure the “distance in the roll sequence,” 
nor return to the scene of the accident 
during “daylight hours[.]” Deputy Armijo 
conceded he did not analyze data from 
the crash data recorder, and did not col-
lect or take any daytime photographs of 
the “roadway fragments.” Finally, defense 
counsel presented Deputy Armijo with 
Exhibit B, the diagram of the accident 
created by another officer on the scene, 
Deputy Phil Gonzales. Deputy Armijo was 
unable to say whether Deputy Gonzales 
documented the “beginning and end of 
the roll sequence” or the location of the 
yaw marks.
{10} Following testimony, the State 
explained it planned to present Deputy 
Armijo’s expert opinion as to the cause 
of the crash and that, based on the yaw 
and gouge marks on the road and dam-
age to the Ford Bronco, the Ford Bronco 
had rolled over. The district court first 
expressed its general skepticism with 
qualifying investigatory law enforcement 
officers as expert witnesses because they 
“sort of have a stake in the outcome.” It 
then expressed its more specific concern 
that Deputy Armijo was unable to articu-
late a methodology “to render an opinion 
that would be reliable to the jury[,]” 
and that his opinion would therefore be 
“more confusing to the jury than helpful.” 
Although the State argued that Deputy 
Armijo’s testimony would not be based on 
scientific evidence, but rather his training, 
skill, and knowledge, the district court 
ruled that Deputy Armijo would not be 
qualified as an expert witness under Rule 
11-702. While the district court recognized 
that Deputy Armijo “had extra training” 
and that the issue of causation was “key in 
this case,” it nonetheless ruled that it was 
prohibiting Deputy Armijo from testifying 
as to “any conclusions” he reached regard-
ing the cause of the accident. The district 
court ruled that Deputy Armijo could only 
testify about his personal observations.
{11} The State appealed the district 
court’s ruling to this Court under NMSA 
1978, Section 39-3-3(B)(2) (1972), before 
a jury was impaneled, certifying “that this 
appeal is not taken for the purpose of delay, 
and the evidence is a substantial proof of 
a fact material to the proceeding.” On ap-
peal, the State elaborates that, if qualified as 
an expert, Deputy Armijo would have tes-
tified based on his training and experience, 
opined “that Defendant’s rear-ending [of] 

the vehicle traveling in front of her caused 
the collision[,]” educated the jury about 
yaw and gouge marks, and testified that 
he could “match the damage up” from the 
two vehicles based on the specific damage 
sustained by both vehicles. Furthermore, 
Deputy Armijo would testify that, in 
rear-ending the Ford Bronco, Defendant’s 
vehicle “caus[ed] it to swerve sideways, 
then roll an unknown number of times, a 
theory buttressed by the physical damage 
to the [Ford] Bronco’s roof support pillars 
and roof.”
II. DISCUSSION
{12} Appealing the district court’s rul-
ing, the State argues that (1) its appeal is 
permitted under Section 39-3-3(B)(2); 
(2) the district court erred in prohibiting 
Deputy Armijo from testifying as to any 
of the conclusions he reached as a result 
of his investigation, including those that 
could be deemed “lay opinions”; (3) the 
district court erred in prohibiting Deputy 
Armijo from testifying as an expert under 
Rule 11-702; and (4) the district court 
erred in excluding Deputy Armijo’s expert 
testimony under Rule 11-403. We address 
each argument in turn.
A.  The State’s Appeal Under Section 

39-3-3(B)(2) Is Proper
{13} Before considering the merits of 
the State’s appeal, we must first resolve 
whether the State had a right, prior to 
trial, to appeal the district court’s ruling 
precluding Deputy Armijo from testifying 
as an expert witness under Rules 11-702 
and 11-403. Under Section 39-3-3(B)(2), 
the state may appeal a district court’s order 
excluding evidence if it “certifies to the dis-
trict court that the appeal is not taken for 
purpose of delay and that the evidence is 
a substantial proof of a fact material in the 
proceeding.” Defendant does not challenge 
the State’s appeal on the basis of timeliness, 
see State v. Mendez, 2009-NMCA-060, 
¶ 11, 146 N.M. 409, 211 P.3d 206 (conclud-
ing that an appeal under Section 39-3-3(B)
(2) is timely when initiated before the jury 
is sworn), rev’d on other grounds by 2010-
NMSC-044, 148 N.M. 761, 242 P.3d 328; 
rather, Defendant argues that the State’s 
appeal is not proper because the district 
court’s “ruling did not make it impossible 
for the State to prove an element of its case” 
under Section 39-3-3(B)(2).
{14} Substantively, the State’s appeal must 
concern a court’s suppression or exclusion 
of evidence that “could constitute substan-
tial proof of a material fact[.]” Mendez, 
2010-NMSC-044, ¶ 14. Defendant relies 
on this Court’s holding in State v. Romero, 
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2000-NMCA-029, 128 N.M. 806, 999 P.2d 
1038, which held that the State’s appeal was 
proper under Section 39-3-3(B)(2) be-
cause the district court’s ruling “controlled 
the course of the presentation of material 
evidence in the case, given the [s]tate’s the-
ory.” Romero, 2000-NMCA-029, ¶ 8. We 
explained that “[t]he excluded evidence 
went to the very heart of the proof required 
to establish an essential element of the [s]
tate’s case . . . [and t]he court’s ruling made 
it impossible for the [s]tate to prove an ele-
ment of its case.” Id. ¶ 9. However, we later 
clarified the substantive standard: “[W]e 
do not read Romero as allowing the state 
to appeal only when the district court’s 
ruling makes it impossible for the state to 
prove its case. Rather, we interpret Romero 
as requiring that the excluded evidence 
be important or significant, as opposed to 
evidence of minor consequence.” Mendez, 
2009-NMCA-060, ¶ 12 (emphasis added). 
We discuss whether the State’s appeal is 
proper under the substantive standard as 
clarified by this Court in Mendez.
{15} When causation is contested in a 
vehicular homicide case, the state must 
prove beyond a reasonable doubt that the 
defendant’s unlawful actions caused the 
death “in a natural and continuous chain of 
events[.]” State v. Simpson, 1993-NMSC-
073, ¶  13, 116 N.M. 768, 867 P.2d 1150 
(internal quotation marks and citation 
omitted); see UJI 14-251 NMRA (explain-
ing that when causation is in issue, the state 
must prove beyond a reasonable doubt that 
the defendant’s act, “in a natural and con-
tinuous chain of events, uninterrupted by 
an outside event, resulted in the death and 
without which the death would not have 
occurred”). To prove causation, the State 
may, but is not required to, call an expert 
witness. See State v. Platero, 2017-NMCA-
083, ¶ 18, 406 P.3d 557 (concluding that 
an expert was not required to prove cause 
of death in a vehicular homicide case); 
cf. State v. Jimenez, 2017-NMCA-039, 
¶ 79, 392 P.3d 668 (noting that the state’s 
decision “to call or not call a witness is a 
matter of trial tactics and strategy within 
the control of counsel” (internal quotation 
marks and citation omitted)). Defendant 
directly contests the State’s theory that 
she caused the accident because she was 
intoxicated, asserting instead that the ac-
cident resulted from her momentary inat-
tention when the Ford Bronco moved into 
her lane. Although Deputy Armijo could 
offer no opinion regarding whether or not 
Defendant was intoxicated, the State none-
theless sought to qualify him as an expert 

who would testify as to the cause of the ac-
cident from the standpoint of the sequence 
of events in which it occurred—a point of 
apparent dispute which bears upon the 
element of causation, which the district 
court identified as “key in this case.” Even 
Defendant acknowledges that the district 
court’s ruling prohibited Deputy Armijo 
from testifying that Defendant caused the 
accident itself. Under these circumstances, 
and without the benefit of a developed 
record regarding the precise nature of 
the dispute regarding the collision and its 
aftermath, we have no basis to conclude 
that the circumstances of an accident are 
not “important or significant” to a jury’s 
determination regarding the element of 
causation. See Mendez, 2009-NMCA-060, 
¶  12. As such, the district court’s ruling 
adversely impacted the State’s capacity to 
present evidence that went to the “heart 
of the proof required to establish the ele-
ment” of causation. Id. (internal quotation 
marks and citation omitted); cf. State v. 
Gonzales, 2012-NMCA-034, ¶ 5, 274 P.3d 
151 (noting that an expert opinion is evi-
dence). We conclude in this circumstance 
that, under Section 39-3-3(B)(2), the State 
may, pretrial, appeal from the deprivation 
of its capacity to prove the element of 
causation by means of an expert witness. 
We therefore proceed to the merits of the 
State’s appeal.
B. Deputy Armijo’s “Lay Conclusions”
{16} The State first argues that by prohib-
iting Deputy Armijo from testifying as to 
“any conclusions” he reached regarding the 
circumstances of the accident, the district 
court impermissibly prohibited him from 
offering certain conclusions that even a 
layperson would be permitted to offer at 
trial. As an example, the State cites State 
v. Wildgrube, 2003-NMCA-108, 134 N.M. 
262, 75 P.3d 862, where this Court held 
that a law enforcement officer who had 
observed the scene of the accident was 
permitted to testify as a lay witness under 
Rule 11-701 NMRA about the location 
of the debris and to offer an opinion 
about the point of impact through a dia-
gram. Wildgrube, 2003-NMCA-108, ¶ 15. 
Wildgrube involved the officer inputting 
measurements he had taken at the scene 
of the accident into a computer program 
which then produced a diagram of the 
scene. Id. ¶ 12. The officer then testified, 
without objection, as to the evidence he 
collected, the methods he used to gather 
the evidence, the methods he used to 
measure the location of debris found at 
the scene, the methods he used to create 

the computer-generated diagram, and his 
opinions about the diagram’s accuracy 
and “the meaning of the debris path.” Id. 
¶¶ 12-13.
{17} In this case, however, the State 
planned to offer Deputy Armijo’s testi-
mony to not only his personal observa-
tions, but also to explain his conclusions 
regarding what those observations mean 
and opine as to the cause of the accident 
in light of his specialized training and 
experience. And, unlike in Wildgrube, 
Defendant objected to the proposed tes-
timony. The State argued to the district 
court that Deputy Armijo’s opinion in 
this case and general understanding of 
traffic investigations, yaw marks, speed 
calculations, and crash data analysis were 
a product of his specialized training and 
experience not possessed by a regular 
police officer. Despite its similarity to the 
accident scene evaluation undertaken in 
Wildgrube, we conclude that the testimony 
excluded by the district court was, in this 
circumstance, expert testimony. See State v. 
Winters, 2015-NMCA-050, ¶ 11, 349 P.3d 
524 (noting that “opinion testimony of lay 
witnesses is generally confined to matters 
which are within the common knowledge 
and experience of an average person” (in-
ternal quotation marks and citation omit-
ted)); cf. State v. Vargas, 2016-NMCA-038, 
¶¶ 22-23, 368 P.3d 1232 (concluding that 
an officer’s testimony about the technical 
properties of stun guns and identifying 
stun gun injuries was based on his law 
enforcement training and experience, 
and was therefore expert testimony). We 
accordingly hold that the delineation of lay 
versus expert testimony in this instance is 
not controlled by Wildgrube and we have 
no basis on the limited record before us to 
reverse the district court’s conclusion that 
Deputy Armijo’s proposed testimony was 
not lay opinion testimony.
C. Deputy Armijo’s Expert Testimony
{18} Having concluded that the district 
court excluded conclusions reached by 
Deputy Armijo that constitute expert 
testimony, we next address whether it 
erred in doing so. Our analysis begins 
with Rule 11-702, which provides that 
“[a] witness who is qualified as an expert 
by knowledge, skill, experience, training, 
or education may testify in the form of 
an opinion or otherwise if the expert’s 
scientific, technical, or other specialized 
knowledge will help the trier of fact to 
understand the evidence or to determine 
a fact in issue.” A witness may be admit-
ted as an expert under Rule 11-702 upon 
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the satisfaction of three requirements: (1) 
“that the expert be qualified”; (2) that the 
testimony “will assist the trier of fact”; and 
(3) that the expert’s testimony concern 
“scientific, technical or other special-
ized knowledge.” State v. Alberico, 1993-
NMSC-047, ¶¶ 43-45, 116 N.M. 156, 861 
P.2d 192 (internal quotation marks omit-
ted). “[T]he admission of expert testimony 
. . . is peculiarly within the sound discre-
tion of the [district] court and will not be 
reversed absent a showing of abuse of that 
discretion.” Id. ¶ 58. Although Defendant 
argues that the district court’s exclusion 
of Deputy Armijo’s expert testimony was 
proper because Deputy Armijo was not 
sufficiently qualified, the district court did 
not exclude his expert testimony on that 
ground. Rather, the district court ruled 
that the proposed expert testimony lacked 
a reliable methodology, a ruling that impli-
cates the scientific knowledge element of 
the third requirement for the admission of 
expert testimony. See Andrews v. U.S. Steel 
Corp., 2011-NMCA-032, ¶¶  12-13, 149 
N.M. 461, 250 P.3d 887 (holding that, un-
der Alberico, and Daubert v. Merrell Dow 
Pharmaceuticals, Inc., 509 U.S. 579 (1993), 
“the proponent of [scientific expert] testi-
mony must establish the reliability of the 
science and methodology on which it is 
based” to satisfy the third requirement for 
expert testimony). We therefore limit our 
discussion of the district court’s ruling to 
its stated basis for exclusion under Rule 
11-702. See Rule 12-321(A) NMRA (“To 
preserve an issue for review, it must appear 
that a ruling or decision by the trial court 
was fairly invoked.”).
{19}  “Where expert testimony concerns 
scientific knowledge, the proponent of the 
testimony must establish the reliability of 
the science and methodology on which 
it is based.” Andrews, 2011-NMCA-032, 
¶ 13. When determining the admissibility 
of expert testimony involving scientific 
knowledge, the district court should, pur-
suant to Alberico and Daubert, consider 
whether the testimony is “grounded in 
valid, objective science and [is] reliable 
enough to prove what it purports to prove” 
by testing the expert’s methodology. State 
v. Torrez, 2009-NMSC-029, ¶ 21, 146 N.M. 
331, 210 P.3d 228 (internal quotation 
marks and citation omitted). The Alberico-
Daubert standard applies only to scientific 
expert testimony. See State v. Torres, 1999-
NMSC-010, ¶ 43, 127 N.M. 20, 976 P.2d 20 
(concluding that “the Alberico-[D]aubert 
standard applies only to expert testimony 
that relies on scientific knowledge,” rather 

than all forms of expert testimony); see 
also Quintana v. Acosta, 2014-NMCA-
015, ¶ 14, 316 P.3d 912 (noting that the 
Alberico-Daubert standard applies “only 
when the district court is evaluating the 
admissibility of scientific testimony”). “[T]
he initial determination of whether to ap-
ply the Alberico-Daubert standard entails a 
conclusion of law that is subject to de novo 
review.” Torres, 1999-NMSC-010, ¶ 28.
{20} Thus, we first answer whether 
Deputy Armijo’s expert testimony was 
based on “scientific” knowledge, thereby 
requiring application of the heightened 
Alberico-Daubert standard. “Evidence 
is based on scientific knowledge if it is 
not self-explanatory, or if it is based on 
a scientific or medical principle.” State 
v. Aleman, 2008-NMCA-137, ¶  6, 145 
N.M. 79, 194 P.3d 110 (internal quotation 
marks and citation omitted); see State v. 
Bregar, 2017-NMCA-028, ¶¶ 32-33, 390 
P.3d 212 (noting that expert testimony 
involving the use of physics equations is 
based on scientific knowledge); cf. State v. 
Brown, 687 P.2d 751, 754 (Or. 1984) (en 
banc) (“The term ‘scientific’  .  .  .   refers 
to evidence that draws its convincing 
force from some principle of science, 
mathematics and the like.”). We under-
stand Deputy Armijo’s proposed expert 
testimony to fall within two distinct 
categories: non-scientific and scientific 
expert testimony.
1. Deputy Armijo’s Non-Scientific 
 Expert Testimony
{21} To better frame the narrow scope 
of Deputy Armijo’s scientific expert tes-
timony, we begin by identifying Deputy 
Armijo’s non-scientific expert testimony. 
As Deputy Armijo testified at the Alberico 
hearing, he was able to match “specific 
damage” to the Ford Bronco’s red tail light 
lens and the Toyota 4Runner’s clear front 
lens, which led him to conclude that the 
front of the Toyota 4Runner made contact 
with the rear of the Ford Bronco. He also 
located the Ford Bronco’s red lens and the 
Toyota 4Runner’s clear lens approximately 
seven or eight hundred feet from the 
vehicles, allowing him to conclude that 
the Toyota 4Runner and the Ford Bronco 
collided where the lenses were discovered. 
He planned to inform the jury about the 
yaw and gouge marks he observed and the 
phenomena those marks generally indi-
cate. Finally, based on the yaw and gouge 
marks found on the road and the physi-
cal damage to the Ford Bronco, Deputy 
Armijo concluded and the State proposed 
that he testify that the Ford Bronco rolled 

over. Deputy Armjio’s non-scientific ex-
pert testimony is based on his personal 
observations of physical evidence found at 
the scene, is straightforward, and appears 
to fit directly within the scope of his spe-
cialized training. Moreover, none of these 
points of testimony arose from application 
of scientific principles or mathematic 
computations. We therefore conclude that 
this testimony was not based on “scientific 
knowledge” and the district court erred in 
applying the Alberico-Daubert standard to 
this testimony.
{22} Having concluded that the district 
court applied the wrong legal standard, 
we also analyze whether the district court 
abused its discretion in denying the ad-
mission of Deputy Armijo’s non-scientific 
expert testimony. A district court “abuses 
its discretion when it exercises its discre-
tion based on a misunderstanding of the 
law.” State v. Lente, 2005-NMCA-111, ¶ 3, 
138 N.M. 312, 119 P.3d 737. Given the dis-
trict court’s application of the wrong legal 
standard to Deputy Armijo’s non-scientific 
expert testimony, we conclude it abused its 
discretion in this respect.
{23} Our holding in this regard should 
not, however, be construed to command 
that the district court determine Deputy 
Armijo’s non-scientific expert testimony to 
be either reliable or unreliable. See Torrez, 
2009-NMSC-029, ¶ 21 (holding that “even 
with non-scientific expert testimony, the 
[district] court must exercise its gate-keep-
ing function and ensure that the expert’s 
testimony is reliable”). When ruling on the 
admissibility of non-scientific expert tes-
timony, the district court “must evaluate a 
non-scientific expert’s personal knowledge 
and experience to determine whether the 
expert’s conclusions on a given subject 
may be trusted.” Id. The district court tests 
“whether an expert’s skills, experience, 
training, or education qualify him or her 
in the relevant subject . . . [and] uses these 
same factors . . . to test the validity of the 
expert’s conclusions  .  .  .  [and determine 
whether they] prove what they purport to 
prove.” Id. ¶ 22. Whereas the district court 
misapplied the Alberico-Daubert standard 
to test the reliability of Deputy Armijo’s 
methodology in the first instance, on 
remand it should instead test the validity 
of Deputy Armijo’s non-scientific expert 
testimony by evaluating whether his con-
clusions are consistent with his specialized 
training and experience. If answered af-
firmatively, Deputy Armijo’s non-scientific 
testimony would be admissible under Rule 
11-702.
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2.  Deputy Armijo’s Scientific Expert 

Testimony
{24} We next discuss what we conclude to 
be Deputy Armijo’s scientific expert testi-
mony regarding the cause of the apparent 
rollover. As this Court noted in Bregar, 
expert testimony is scientific when it ap-
plies physics principles. 2017-NMCA-028, 
¶¶ 32-33. Defendant contends that Deputy 
Armijo planned to “testif[y] to scientific 
matters involving math and physics.” We 
agree. Whereas his expert opinion that 
a rollover occurred is based on his non-
scientific knowledge, his expert opinion 
regarding the cause of the apparent roll-
over—in other words, why it happened 
vis-à-vis the colliding of the two impacted 
vehicles—necessarily requires that he ana-
lyze the chain of events leading up to, and 
culminating in the Ford Bronco rolling 
over. But by Deputy Armijo’s own admis-
sion, determining how a rollover starts 
requires analyzing, amongst other things, 
the vehicles’ speeds. Deputy Armijo testi-
fied that analyzing speed requires the use 
of a mathematical equation to “ascertain 
what’s called the coefficient of friction or 
what is commonly referred to as the drag 
factor of the roadway.” Accordingly, pursu-
ant to Deputy Armijo’s own description of 
the methodology needed to identify the 
cause of a collision that results in a vehicle 
rollover, any expert testimony concerning 
the cause of this apparent rollover would 
require application of mathematical prin-
ciples and would therefore be scientific 
expert testimony.
{25} The State, however, argues that no 
scientific expertise was required for this 
testimony. To support its argument, the 
State cites Duran v. Lovato in which this 
Court held that the district court did not 
abuse its discretion in admitting an of-
ficer’s expert testimony about the “area of 
impact” in an accident involving a pedes-
trian and vehicle, and whether speed was 
a factor in the accident. 1982-NMCA-182, 
¶¶ 18-19, 99 N.M. 242, 656 P.2d 905 (in-
ternal quotation marks omitted). However, 
Duran was decided prior to both Daubert 
and Alberico and provides no guidance to 
this Court about distinguishing between 
scientific and non-scientific expert tes-
timony. Furthermore, to the extent that 
Duran remains good law after Daubert 
and Alberico, it is factually distinguish-
able from the present case. In Duran, the 
officer took measurements at the scene of 
the accident which he later used to create 
a diagram of the accident scene and relied 
partly on his diagram to render his expert 

opinion. 1982-NMCA-182, ¶ 18. Deputy 
Armijo did no such thing. We therefore 
decline to extend Duran’s rationale to the 
present case.
{26} The State also argues that Deputy 
Armijo’s testimony was not subject to the 
Alberico-Daubert standard because it was 
based on his specialized knowledge, citing 
State v. Bullcoming, 2010-NMSC-007, 147 
N.M. 487, 226 P.3d 1 (Bullcoming II), rev’d 
on other grounds sub nom. by Bullcoming 
v. New Mexico, 564 U.S. 647 (2011) (Bull-
coming III), and State v. Bullcoming, 2008-
NMCA-097, 144 N.M. 546, 189 P.3d 679 
(Bullcoming I). In Bullcoming I, this Court 
first held that an officer who made contact 
with a defendant after an accident could 
testify based on his specialized knowledge 
that the defendant caused an accident 
because he “was under the influence of 
some kind of intoxicating liquor.” 2008-
NMCA-097, ¶¶ 10-11 (internal quotation 
marks omitted); see Bullcoming II, 2010-
NMSC-007, ¶ 27 (noting that the record 
indicated that the officer based his opinion 
on his contact with the defendant). Our 
Supreme Court later held that the district 
court did not abuse its discretion in per-
mitting the officer’s testimony because he 
was well-qualified and “[d]efense counsel 
did not conduct voir dire examination or 
otherwise challenge his qualifications.” 
Bullcoming II, 2010-NMSC-007, ¶  29. 
However, both cases are factually distin-
guishable from this case. In Bullcoming II, 
the officer reached his conclusion based on 
his observations that the defendant exhib-
ited signs of intoxication and had an odor 
of alcohol. Id. ¶¶ 4, 27. Here, considered in 
sum, Deputy Armijo’s testimony conceded 
that he needed to apply physics principles 
to discover the cause of rollovers.
{27} Lastly, the State argues that no 
mathematical modeling was required for 
Deputy Armijo’s expert opinion regarding 
the cause of the apparent rollover, citing 
Lopez-Juarez v. Kelly, 348 S.W.3d 10 (Tex. 
Ct. App. 2011). In Lopez-Juarez, the Texas 
Court of Appeals held that, “[i]n simple 
accidents, the accident reconstruction 
can be conducted without mathematical 
modeling.” Id. at 21. However, the court 
noted that it was presented with a multiple 
vehicle accident, differing witness accounts 
of the accident, and the need to use com-
plex physics calculations to determine 
fault. Id. at 19 n.13. It therefore concluded 
that the accident was “complex” which 
required mathematical modeling. Id. at 22. 
Although the case before this Court lacked 
the multivehicle complexity identified by 

Lopez-Juarez as a basis for requiring a 
scientific level of expertise, the collision 
lends itself to two differing interpretations: 
(1) Defendant’s contention that the acci-
dent was caused by a combination of her 
inattention and the Ford Bronco traveling 
from its own lane into hers; and (2) Deputy 
Armijo’s proposed conclusion that based 
on the tail and head light lenses deposited 
on the road, the yaw and gouge marks 
discovered on the road, and the damage 
to the Ford Bronco, Defendant rear-ended 
the Ford Bronco, causing the rollover and 
the driver’s death. As stated above, the 
methodology described by Deputy Armijo 
indicated his need to apply physics prin-
ciples and mathematical calculations to 
determine whether his suspected conclu-
sion regarding the rollover was supported 
by scientific methodology. In other words, 
Deputy Armijo’s specialized knowledge is 
no substitute for scientific methodology 
when expert testimony is of a scientific 
nature or depends upon the application 
of scientific principles. Cf. Aleman, 2008-
NMCA-137, ¶ 6 (requiring application of 
the heightened Alberico-Daubert standard 
to evidence based on scientific knowledge, 
i.e., knowledge that is not self-explanatory 
or is based on scientific or medical prin-
ciples).
{28} For the aforementioned reasons, 
we conclude that application of Duran, 
Bullcoming, and Lopez-Juarez is inapposite 
here, and that Deputy Armijo’s expert tes-
timony regarding the cause of the apparent 
rollover in this case is based on scientific 
knowledge and must be subjected to the 
heightened Alberico-Daubert standard. See 
Daubert, 509 U.S. at 590 (holding that “in 
order to qualify as ‘scientific knowledge,’ an 
inference or assertion must be derived by 
the scientific method”). But here, Deputy 
Armijo elected not to conduct a full recon-
struction, apply mathematical formulae, or 
engage in other procedures consistent with 
a final determination of what happened 
and why. Deputy Armijo neither testi-
fied to, nor documented, any discernible 
methodology from which the district court 
could test the reliability of his opinion. Re-
iterating that our Supreme Court has given 
the district court broad discretion in the 
exclusion of expert testimony, we conclude 
that the district court’s exclusion of Deputy 
Armijo’s proposed expert testimony re-
garding the cause of the rollover was not an 
abuse of its discretion in light of the facts 
of his investigation in this case. See State v. 
Downey, 2008-NMSC-061, ¶ 30, 145 N.M. 
232, 195 P.3d 1244 (explaining that “for 
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scientific evidence to be admissible under 
Rule 11-702, the reasoning or methodol-
ogy underlying the testimony must not 
only be scientifically valid, it also must be 
properly applied to the facts in [the] issue” 
(alteration, omission, internal quotation 
marks, and citation omitted); Alberico, 
1993-NMSC-047, ¶ 58 (holding that the 
exclusion of expert testimony is within the 
sound discretion of the district court and 
will not be disturbed unless “manifestly 
erroneous” (internal quotation marks and 
citation omitted)).
D. Rule 11-403
{29} Having concluded that Deputy 
Armijo’s non-scientific expert testimony 
still has the potential on remand to pass 
muster under Rule 11-702, we also dis-
cuss the district court’s ruling that it was 
nonetheless excludable under Rule 11-403. 
Even if expert testimony is admissible 
under Rule 11-702, it must be relevant 
under Rule 11-401 NMRA and even if 
relevant, may be excluded under Rule 
11-403. Alberico, 1993-NMSC-047. ¶ 55. 
Evidence is relevant if “it has any tendency 
to make a fact more or less probable than 
it would be without the evidence” and 
it is “of consequence in determining the 
action.” Rule 11-401. Relevant evidence, 
although admissible under Rule 11-401, 
may still be excluded “if its probative value 
is substantially outweighed by a danger 
of . . . unfair prejudice . . . [or] misleading 
the jury[.]” Rule 11-403. “Unfair prejudice 
does not mean the damage to a defendant’s 
case that results from the legitimate proba-
tive force of the evidence; rather it refers 
to evidence that tends to suggest decision 
on an improper basis.” State v. Anderson, 
1994-NMSC-089, ¶ 63, 118 N.M. 284, 881 
P.2d 29. The district court’s exclusion of 
evidence under Rule 11-403 is reviewed 
for an abuse of discretion. State v. Cham-
berlain, 1991-NMSC-094, ¶ 9, 112 N.M. 
723, 819 P.2d 673.
{30} The probative value of Deputy 
Armijo’s testimony is high because it 
bears directly upon whether Defendant 
rear-ended the Ford Bronco and caused 
the accident, which is a key issue in this 
case. Although the district court did not 
explicitly cite Rule 11-403 in its ruling, 
Defendant argued that the expert testi-
mony would impermissibly mislead the 
jury under Rule 11-403 and the district 
court considered whether the evidence 
was relevant and weighed its probative 
value against two concerns. We therefore 
review its exclusion of Deputy Armijo’s 
expert testimony under Rule 11-403. See 

Progressive Cas. Ins. Co. v. Vigil, 2018-
NMSC-014, ¶ 12, 413 P.3d 850 (conclud-
ing that an appellate court may review a 
district court’s exclusion of evidence under 
Rule 11-403 when the district court fails to 
cite the rule but the record reflects that the 
parties’ arguments and the district court’s 
ruling were guided by the rule’s principles). 
First, the district court noted its skepticism 
about permitting investigating officers to 
testify as experts in their own cases as they 
“have a stake in the outcome.” Second, the 
district court stated that it was concerned 
that Deputy Armijo’s testimony would be 
confusing to the jury because his opinion 
lacked a scientific basis that would render 
it reliable.
{31} As to the district court’s first con-
cern, any extent to which Deputy Armijo’s 
involvement in this case had the potential 
to impact his testimony is a question of 
credibility for the jury. See Alberico, 1993-
NMSC-047, ¶ 37 (explaining that it is “the 
most basic function of a jury to arbitrate 
the weight and credibility of evidence, even 
expert opinion testimony”); Poore v. State, 
1980-NMSC-035, ¶ 5, 94 N.M. 172, 608 
P.2d 148 (concluding that “the credibility 
of the witnesses was for the jury to deter-
mine”); State v. Paiz, 1999-NMCA-104, 
¶ 30, 127 N.M. 776, 987 P.2d 1163 (noting 
that “the jury acts as the sole fact[-]finder 
based upon its weighing of the evidence 
and credibility of the witnesses” (emphasis 
added)). Defendant, however, argues that 
several issues arise when the State calls an 
investigating officer to testify as an expert 
witness. See United States v. Dukagjini, 
326 F.3d 45, 51 (2d Cir. 2003). The court 
in Dukagjini noted that when a case agent 
testifies as an expert, “the government con-
fers upon him the aura of special reliability 
and trustworthiness surrounding expert 
testimony.” Id. at 53 (internal quotation 
marks and citation omitted). Our Supreme 
Court has explicitly rejected this proposi-
tion. See Alberico, 1993-NMSC-047, ¶ 36 
(concluding that the “premise that juries 
are awed by the aura of the infallibility of 
expert opinion testimony and thus defer to 
it is flawed speculation” (internal quotation 
marks omitted)).
{32} The court in Dukagjini also noted 
that “there is an increased danger that the 
expert testimony will stray from applying 
reliable methodology and convey to the 
jury the witness’s sweeping conclusions 
about [the defendants’] activities[.]” Du-
kagjini, 326 F.3d at 54 (internal quotation 
marks and citation omitted). However, the 
Dukagjini court explained, and we agree, 

that it is the responsibility of the district 
court to remain vigilant and ensure that 
the expert not stray from the scope of 
his/her expertise. See id. at 54-56 (not-
ing that it is the role of district courts to 
remain “vigilant gatekeepers” to ensure 
that the expert witness not deviate “from 
the strictures of Rule[ 11-]403 and [Rule 
11]702”); see also Vargas, 2016-NMCA-
038, ¶¶ 13, 17 (noting that a witness may 
provide both lay and expert testimony in 
a single case, but “[w]hen the line between 
lay and expert opinion is blurred during 
the course of a single witness’s testimony, it 
is the proper function of the district court, 
as gatekeeper, to correct the error when 
raised”). Here, there was no indication that 
Deputy Armijo was going to stray from any 
strictures set forth by the district court.
{33} For these reasons, the danger of un-
fair prejudice or misleading the jury stem-
ming from Deputy Armijo’s involvement 
in this case is speculative and minimal, at 
best, particularly given the availability of 
limiting jury instructions. See State v. King, 
2012-NMCA-119, ¶ 5, 291 P.3d 160 (ex-
plaining that “[a] district court abuses its 
discretion if its decision is obviously erro-
neous, arbitrary, or unwarranted, or clearly 
against the logic and effect of the facts and 
circumstances of the case” (internal quota-
tion marks and citation omitted)); see also 
UJI 14-118 NMRA (“You should consider 
each expert opinion and the reasons stated 
for the opinion, giving them such weight 
as you think they deserve. You may reject 
an opinion entirely if you conclude that it 
is unsound.”).
{34} As to the district court’s second 
concern, as we have concluded above, 
Deputy Armijo’s non-scientific expert 
testimony did not require the district 
court to probe whether he used a reliable 
methodology. The district court did not 
consider this distinction. Rather, it found 
that the lack of a reliable methodology—
the standard applied to expert testimony 
based on scientific knowledge—would 
confuse the jury. Having considered the 
distinction between expert testimony 
based on scientific versus non-scientific 
knowledge, we conclude that the danger 
of unfair prejudice or misleading the 
jury is slight compared to the evidence’s 
probative value. A holding to the contrary 
would effectively permit the district court 
to circumvent our Supreme Court’s ex-
plicit restriction of the Alberico-Daubert 
standard to expert testimony based on 
scientific knowledge—a result we cannot 
permit. See Torres, 1999-NMSC-010, ¶ 43 
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(concluding that the Alberico-Daubert 
standard applies only to “expert testimony 
that relies on scientific knowledge,” rather 
than all forms of expert testimony); see also 
Lente, 2005-NMCA-111, ¶ 3 (noting that a 
district “court abuses its discretion when 
it exercises its discretion based on a mis-
understanding of the law”). As there is no 
danger of unfair prejudice or misleading 
the jury that substantially outweighs the 
probative value of Deputy Armijo’s expert 

testimony, we conclude that the district 
court abused its discretion in excluding 
this portion of Deputy Armijo’s expert 
testimony under Rule 11-403.
III. CONCLUSION
{35} We conclude that the State properly 
appealed to this Court, the district court 
did not err in excluding Deputy Armijo’s 
scientific expert testimony, and the district 
court erred in excluding his non-scientific 
expert testimony. We therefore affirm 

in part, reverse in part, and remand for 
further proceedings consistent with this 
opinion.

{36} IT IS SO ORDERED.
J. MILES HANISEE, Judge

WE CONCUR:
JULIE J. VARGAS, Judge
EMIL J. KIEHNE, Judge
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Opinion

Daniel J. Gallegos, Judge 

{1} Defendant Austin Verret filed a mo-
tion in Doña Ana County Magistrate 
Court to exclude the arresting officer from 
testifying at his trial for aggravated driving 
while under the influence of intoxicating 
liquor or drugs (DWI), based on Defen-
dant’s inability to secure a pretrial witness 
interview with the officer. The magistrate 
court granted the motion and excluded 
the officer from testifying. In response, 
the State filed a nolle prosequi in magis-
trate court and refiled Defendant’s case in 
district court pursuant to State v. Heinsen, 
2005-NMSC-035, 138 N.M. 441, 121 P.3d 
1040. Defendant then requested that the 
district court conduct an independent 
review of his pretrial motion to exclude 
the arresting officer in accordance with 
City of Farmington v. Piñon-Garcia, 2013-
NMSC-046, 311 P.3d 446. The district 
court, noting that Piñon-Garcia involved 
an appeal from an order of dismissal, 
concluded that the requirement for an 
independent review of the pretrial motion 
filed in the lower court does not apply to a 
case where the state refiles the charges in 
district court. Instead, the district court 
decided the motion anew based on the 

facts as they existed in the district court. 
For the reasons that follow, we conclude 
that the district court erred in conclud-
ing that Piñon-Garcia does not apply to a 
Heinsen refiling. Consequently, we reverse 
and remand to the district court for an 
independent determination of the motion 
to exclude as filed in the magistrate court. 
BACKGROUND
{2} Defendant was charged with one 
count of aggravated DWI in magistrate 
court. Prior to trial, Defendant repeatedly 
requested a witness interview with the 
arresting officer, Brad Lunsford, but to no 
avail. At one point, an interview with Offi-
cer Lunsford was scheduled, but the officer 
cancelled on the day of the interview.
{3} Based on the multiple failed attempts 
to interview Officer Lunsford, Defendant 
filed a motion to exclude the officer from 
testifying at trial. The magistrate court 
reserved its ruling on the motion until 
the day jury selection was set to occur. 
However, the magistrate court did enter 
an order requiring the State to provide the 
witness interview with Officer Lunsford 
by the day of jury selection. When that 
day came, Defendant still had not had the 
opportunity to interview Officer Lunsford. 
Defendant renewed his motion to exclude 
the officer from testifying, and the magis-
trate court granted it.

{4} Instead of proceeding to trial, the State 
filed a nolle prosequi in magistrate court 
and refiled Defendant’s case in district 
court. The refiled complaint indicated that 
“[u]nder Rule 6-506[(A)] NMRA, and pur-
suant to . . . Heinsen . . . the State is exercis-
ing its discretion to have this matter heard 
in a court of record to remedy an order of 
suppression.” In response, Defendant filed 
a motion in district court to dismiss. Then, 
after the district court denied the motion, 
Defendant filed a motion for reconsid-
eration. In his motion for reconsideration, 
Defendant argued that the district court 
was required, pursuant to Piñon-Garcia, 
2013-NMSC-046, to make a de novo deter-
mination of whether the magistrate court’s 
exclusion order—entered as a discovery 
sanction—was correctly issued based on 
the merits of the motion as they existed 
at the time the magistrate court entered 
the order. See id. ¶ 1 (concluding that on 
appeal, “the district court must make an 
independent determination of the merits” 
of a pretrial motion filed in a court not of 
record). The district court concluded in 
its order denying Defendant’s motion for 
reconsideration that “[b]ecause this case 
is not an appeal but is a refiling, the [d]
istrict [c]ourt’s role is not to pass upon the 
merits of the lower court’s decision but to 
determine whether the motion, raised and 
filed in [d]istrict [c]ourt, is meritorious 
now.” The district court then denied the 
motion because Defendant had evidently 
interviewed Officer Lunsford following 
the refiling in district court. Defendant 
subsequently entered a conditional plea 
agreement in which he pled no contest to 
a lesser DWI charge and reserved the right 
to appeal the district court’s denial of his 
motion to reconsider.
DISCUSSION
{5} Defendant argues that the district 
court erred by failing to consider the 
events as they unfolded in magistrate court 
in making its decision on his motion for 
reconsideration, as required by Piñon-Gar-
cia. See id. ¶ 21 (holding that “the district 
court should have made an independent 
determination regarding the validity of the 
[lower] court’s order of dismissal based on 
the record on appeal and the arguments of 
counsel at the district court level”). For its 
part, the district court predicated its ruling 
on its conclusion that Piñon-Garcia, which 
involved an appeal from an order of dis-
missal, does not apply to a case where the 
state refiles the charges in district court. 
Defendant, however, points out that the 
State refiled the criminal complaint in 
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district court, pursuant to Heinsen, 2005-
NMSC-035, in order to receive review of 
the magistrate court’s exclusion ruling. See 
id. ¶ 1 (recognizing that “the [s]tate may 
obtain judicial review of  . . . a suppression 
order by filing a nolle prosequi to dismiss 
some or all of the charges in a magistrate 
court after the suppression order is entered 
and refiling in the district court for a trial 
de novo”).1 The question for this Court, 
then, is whether the Piñon-Garcia require-
ment for an independent determination 
of the merits of a pretrial motion filed in 
the lower court applies in the context of a 
district court refiling under Heinsen. 
I.  Standard of Review
{6} “A court’s jurisdiction derives from a 
statute or constitutional provision.” State v. 
Rudy B., 2010-NMSC-045, ¶ 14, 149 N.M. 
22, 243 P.3d 726. Likewise, the right to ap-
peal is a matter of substantive law created 
by constitution or statute. State v. Armijo, 
2016-NMSC-021, ¶ 19, 375 P.3d 415. “We 
review issues of statutory and constitu-
tional interpretation de novo.” Id. (internal 
quotation marks and citation omitted). We 
also review de novo the district court’s ap-
plication of the law to the facts of the case. 
State v. Foster, 2003-NMCA-099, ¶ 6, 134 
N.M. 224, 75 P.3d 824.
II.   District Court Review of a  

Potentially Dispositive Discovery 
Sanction Entered in Magistrate 
Court upon Refiling Pursuant to 
Heinsen

{7} Our New Mexico Constitution per-
mits appeals from inferior courts to the 
district court. N.M. Const. art. VI, § 27. 
The relevant provision indicates that “[a]
ppeals shall be allowed in all cases from 
the final judgments and decisions of the 
. . . inferior courts to the district courts, 
and in all such appeals, trial shall be had 
de novo unless otherwise provided by 
law.” Id.; see NMSA 1978, § 39-3-1 (1955) 
(“All appeals from inferior tribunals to 
the district courts shall be tried anew in 
said courts on their merits, as if no trial 
had been had below, except as otherwise 
provided by law.”); Foster, 2003-NMCA-
099, ¶ 9 (stating that because magistrate 
courts are not courts of record, an appeal 
from a magistrate court is de novo).
{8} In light of the constitutional and 
statutory requirements for a trial de novo 
in district court following an appeal from 

an inferior non-record court, our Supreme 
Court in Piñon-Garcia, 2013-NMSC-046, 
took on the question of how a district court 
must treat an appeal of a lower court’s 
order on a dispositive motion. See id. ¶ 17 
(“The limited question we address in this 
case is the appropriate review in district 
court of a municipal court’s pretrial rul-
ing.”). In Piñon-Garcia, the defendant was 
charged in municipal court with three 
traffic offenses, including DWI. Id. ¶¶ 4-5. 
On the day of the trial, the arresting officer 
did not appear, and the defendant moved 
to dismiss all charges, which the mu-
nicipal court granted. Id. ¶ 5. The City of 
Farmington appealed the dismissal of the 
DWI charge to the district court. Id. The 
defendant then filed a motion in district 
court to dismiss the appeal, arguing that 
the municipal court’s dismissal should be 
reviewed on appeal for an abuse of discre-
tion. Id. The district court determined that 
it was precluded from reviewing the mu-
nicipal court’s order at all and instead held 
a trial de novo. Id. ¶¶ 5-6. The arresting 
officer appeared at the trial in the district 
court, and the defendant was convicted of 
DWI. Id. ¶ 6. 
{9} Our Supreme Court concluded that 
the district court was correct in not re-
viewing the order of the municipal court 
for abuse of discretion. See id. ¶ 19 (“The 
district court does not consider whether 
the lower court abused its discretion[.]”). 
Our Supreme Court clarified, however, 
that the district court should have instead 
made an independent determination of 
the merits of the pretrial motion “based on 
the record on appeal and the arguments of 
counsel at the district court level.” Id. ¶ 21; 
see id. ¶ 19 (holding that the district court 
“must consider the merits of the motion 
without regard to what the municipal court 
decided”).
{10} Our Supreme Court reasoned that 
“[i]f district courts are not permitted to 
review a lower court’s grant or denial of 
potentially dispositive pretrial motions 
on appeal, the power of lower courts to 
grant relief when constitutional safeguards 
and procedural rules, such as speedy trial, 
double jeopardy, or discovery rules, are 
violated would be meaningless.” Id. ¶ 2. In 
other words, a party in an inferior court 
who is granted a dispositive order as a rem-
edy for a constitutional or procedural vio-

lation “would effectively be deprived of the 
safeguards of the United States and New 
Mexico Constitutions and our procedural 
rules if a district court’s de novo review of 
the lower court’s ruling are bypassed in 
favor of a trial de novo on the underlying 
complaint.” Id. Our Supreme Court added 
that this would lead to inferior courts 
arbitrarily disregarding “enforcement 
of procedural rules and constitutional 
protections” because what the inferior 
courts did would not be reviewed. Id. ¶ 13. 
Ultimately, our Supreme Court remanded 
the case and instructed the district court 
to resolve whether to dismiss the case be-
cause the arresting officer failed to show 
up to the trial before the municipal court 
or whether it would consider alternatives 
to dismissal, “while balancing the need to 
vindicate the authority of the municipal 
court and protecting the parties’ rights 
under our rules and the United States and 
New Mexico Constitutions.” Id. ¶ 21.
{11} In the present case, Defendant re-
quested—via his motion to reconsider—
that the district court conduct an inde-
pendent review of his motion to exclude 
Officer Lunsford, as filed in the magistrate 
court, citing the above-described require-
ment in Piñon-Garcia. The district court 
instead decided the motion for reconsid-
eration anew, based upon the facts as they 
existed in the district court, essentially 
determining that Piñon-Garcia applies 
to direct appeals but not to the refiling of 
charges.
{12} While the district court found this 
distinction—appeal versus refiling—to be 
pivotal, we can see no meaningful differ-
ence between either method of obtaining 
review of a dispositive motion by the 
district court. See Heinsen, 2005-NMSC-
035, ¶ 1 (recognizing that “the [s]tate may 
obtain judicial review of . . . a suppression 
order by filing a nolle prosequi to dismiss 
some or all of the charges in a magistrate 
court after the suppression order is en-
tered and refiling in the district court for 
a trial de novo”); see also City of Santa Fe 
v. Marquez, 2012-NMSC-031, ¶ 23, 285 
P.3d 637 (recognizing a Heinsen refiling 
as “the specific procedure by which the 
state can appeal a suppression ruling in 
magistrate court in order to avoid a situa-
tion . . . in which the defendant would be 
acquitted as the result of the suppression 

 1Although Heinsen involved an order of suppression, both Defendant and the State treat a Heinsen refiling—a nolle prosequi 
filed in the magistrate court followed by a refiling of the charges in the district court—as the appropriate vehicle for the State to seek 
review of the magistrate court’s order excluding witness testimony as a discovery sanction for violation of Rule 6-504(D) NMRA. In 
the absence of briefing otherwise, we assume, but do not decide, that this is correct for purposes of resolving this appeal.
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of evidence, thus barring the ability of 
the state to appeal”). With respect to our 
Supreme Court’s recognition that “[i]f dis-
trict courts are not permitted to review a 
lower court’s grant or denial of potentially 
dispositive pretrial motions on appeal, 
the power of lower courts to grant relief 
when constitutional safeguards and pro-
cedural rules, such as speedy trial, double 
jeopardy, or discovery rules, are violated 
would be meaningless[,]” Piñon-Garcia, 
2013-NMSC-046, ¶ 2, we can see no differ-
ence between an appeal from a ruling on a 
dispositive pretrial motion and a Heinsen 
refiling seeking the same type of review.  
{13} The State does not argue that its 
refiling was anything other than an at-
tempt under Heinsen to have the mag-
istrate court’s exclusion ruling reviewed 
by the district court. In fact, the State has 
continuously asserted, both below and on 
appeal, that it refiled the charges in district 
court in order “to have this matter heard 
in a court of record to remedy an order of 
suppression.” Although not a traditional 
appeal, the refiling method utilized by 
the State is effectively the equivalent of an 
appeal. See Marquez, 2012-NMSC-031, ¶ 
23 (“Heinsen . . . reflect[s] [our Supreme] 
Court’s evident concern that suppression 
orders generally should not be immune 
from appellate review.”). 
{14} Because there is no meaningful dis-
tinction between an appeal and a Heinsen 
refiling when either method is utilized to 
obtain review of the inferior court’s ruling 
on a potentially dispositive pretrial mo-
tion, we conclude that the district court 

should have conducted an independent re-
view of the pretrial motion to exclude filed 
in  magistrate court. From our review of 
the State’s argument on appeal, it does not 
appear that the State makes any contention 
to the contrary. Rather, the State argues 
that the district court did in fact conduct 
a de novo review of the motion. However, 
as noted earlier, the district court decided 
Defendant’s motion for reconsideration 
based upon the facts as they existed in the 
district court, not as they were before the 
magistrate court. This method of review 
is not in line with Piñon-Garcia. See 2013-
NMSC-046, ¶ 21 (holding that “the district 
court should have made an independent 
determination regarding the validity of the 
[lower] court’s order of dismissal based on 
the record on appeal and the arguments of 
counsel at the district court level”);  Fos-
ter, 2003-NMCA-099, ¶ 19 (stating that a 
district court does not “accord deference 
to the magistrate court’s ruling; instead, 
the district court makes an independent 
judgment based on the record before it” as 
to whether the magistrate court properly 
granted the motion); cf. Piñon-Garcia, 
2013-NMSC-046, ¶ 12 (“Simply because 
municipal courts are not courts of record 
does not mean that the entire history of a 
case in municipal court is disregarded.”). 
In fact, we recently held in State v. Van-
derdussen, 2018-NMCA-041, 420 P.3d 
609—albeit with little analysis on this 
point—that Piñon-Garcia applies when 
the State refiles charges following a mis-
trial in magistrate court, and we explained 
that that the district court “was bound by 

events that transpired in magistrate court 
and therefore was required to base its in-
dependent judgment on the limited record 
brought before it and the arguments made 
by counsel in district court.” Vanderdussen, 
2018-NMCA-041, ¶ 2. We conclude that 
the district court in this case should have 
reviewed the magistrate court’s exclusion 
ruling in the same manner. 
{15} Last, we note that both parties have 
made extensive arguments on appeal as to 
the correctness of the magistrate court’s 
exclusion order. Given our conclusion 
that the district court erred in its review 
of Defendant’s motion to exclude, we 
need not reach those arguments. Instead, 
we reverse the ruling of the district court 
and remand with an instruction that the 
district court determine if it would have 
excluded Officer Lunsford based on the 
events in the magistrate court or if it would 
consider alternatives to exclusion. As in 
Piñon-Garcia, the district court should 
balance the need to vindicate the authority 
of the magistrate court and the protection 
of the parties’ rights under our rules and 
the United States and New Mexico Con-
stitutions. See 2013-NMSC-046, ¶ 21.
CONCLUSION 
{16} For these reasons, we reverse and 
remand to the district court for proceed-
ings consistent with this opinion.
{17} IT IS SO ORDERED.
DANIEL J. GALLEGOS, Judge 

WE CONCUR:
J. MILES HANISEE, Judge
EMIL J. KIEHNE, Judge
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mailto:lmaldegen@cmtisantafe.com
mailto:wtempleman@cmtisantafe.com
mailto:mmoffett@cmtisantafe.com
mailto:jindall@cmtisantafe.com
mailto:slauer@cmtisantafe.com
mailto:pcook@cmtisantafe.com
mailto:anthony@claibornepatent.com
http://www.claibornepatent.com
mailto:cf@appellatecounsel.info
mailto:EMADRID@FARMERSAGENT.COM
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Bespoke lawyering for a new millennium 
THE BEZPALKO LAW FIRM

Legal Research
Tech Consulting 
(505) 341-9353

www.bezpalkolawfirm.com

 

JANE YOHALEM
– Appeals – 

Fellow of the American  
Academy of Appellate Lawyers

(505) 988-2826
jbyohalem@gmail.com

AMERICAN ACADEMY OF APPELLATE LAWYERS

 (505) 795.7807 • pbrill@pbicc.com

Peter Brill, J.D.
•  Expert Witness 

Testimony
•  Settlement Facilitation
•  Litigation Support

Over 3 decades of extensive construction experience

c on s t ru c t i o n
c on s u l t i n g
construction 
consulting www.pbicc.com 

MURIEL McCLELLAND

Family Law
SETTLEMENT FACILITATION 

SPECIAL MASTER 
MEDIATION 

ARBITRATION

39 YEARS EXPERIENCE

(505) 433-2081
e-mail: murielmcc@aol.com

ANNUAL MEMBERSHIP PARTY 
AND AUCTION TO FOLLOW 

Forensic Pursuit Presents: 
Social Media & Investigations 

Envista Presents: Challenging the 
Government’s Digital Evidence 

Special Guests: 
Prof. Barbara Bergman & 

John Cline 

Visit our website NMCDLA.ORG 
to join NMCDLA and register 

www.nmbar.org

TWEET

LIKE

Share

Comment

Connect

Follow

www.nmbar.org
Visit  the 

State Bar of 
New Mexico’s 

website

http://www.bezpalkolawfirm.com
mailto:jbyohalem@gmail.com
mailto:pbrill@pbicc.com
http://www.pbicc.com
mailto:murielmcc@aol.com
http://www.nmbar.org
http://www.nmbar.org
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Classified
Positions

Associate Attorney
Atkinson, Baker & Rodriguez, P.C. is an 
aggressive, successful Albuquerque-based 
complex civil commercial and tort litiga-
tion firm seeking an extremely hardworking 
and diligent associate attorney with great 
academic credentials. This is a terrific op-
portunity for the right lawyer, if you are 
interested in a long term future with this firm. 
A new lawyer with up to 3 years of experi-
ence is preferred. Send resumes, references, 
writing samples, and law school transcripts 
to Atkinson, Baker & Rodriguez, P.C., 201 
Third Street NW, Suite 1850, Albuquerque, 
NM 87102 or e_info@abrfirm.com. Please 
reference Attorney Recruiting.

Escrow Processor
Face paced title company looking for talent 
just like you! We are now hiring for escrow 
processor positions. Responsibilities include 
working with real estate brokers, lenders and 
attorneys to acquire and organize all necessary 
documents needed for closing. Prepare and 
distribute title company closing documents. 
Preparation and disbursement of funds. Re-
quirements: Basic computer skills, Ability to 
multi-task, detail oriented, problem solving 
skills and an ability to thrive under pressure. 
Previous real estate, legal or accounting experi-
ence a plus. Full Benefits EOE. Send resume to 
Julie Buckalew at Julie.buckalew@stewart.com

Mescalero Apache Tribe
Job Announcement
Temporary Chief Prosecutor
Job Duties Summary: Upholds the Tribe’s 
Constitution and Code to protect the safety 
and wellbeing of tribal members and public 
and personal property and resources. Rep-
resents the Tribe in criminal complaints and 
prosecutes individuals accused of violating 
Tribal laws. Supervises other staff. A full job 
description is availability upon request. This 
is a temporary position with the ability to 
apply for a permanent position. Minimum 
Qualifications: Juris Doctorate from an ac-
credited law school; License to practice in 
New Mexico or other State and member in 
good standing; Five years’ experience as a 
prosecutor; experience as a prosecutor in a 
tribal court preferred. One year in a lead or 
supervisory capacity; Familiarity with federal 
Indian law preferred; Must have a valid NM 
Driver’s License; Must successfully pass a 
pre-employment drug/alcohol screen and 
background investigation. Tribal preference 
and Native American Indian preference shall 
apply to all positions. Submission & Ques-
tions: Please submit resumes and questions 
to Diana White-Messing, Acting Director of 
Human Resources at dwhite-messing@mes-
caleroapachetribe.com. This position is open 
until filled. Salary depends on qualifications.

New Mexico Court of Appeals
Chief Appellate Attorney
The Chief Appellate Attorney is a high-level, 
vital part of the Court of Appeals. The Chief 
Appellate Attorney expertly manages a team 
of staff attorneys that advise the judges on 
substantive and procedural aspects of cases 
before the Court. The position is essential 
to the timely resolution of appellate cases 
in the State of New Mexico and serves as a 
member of the Court’s management team. 
Frequent travel between the Court’s offices 
in Albuquerque and Santa Fe is required. 
Superior legal ability and knowledge of con-
stitutional, federal and state law are critical as 
well as excellent supervisory skills. Minimum 
requirements are 7 years in the practice of law, 
including appellate law, 3 years of which must 
have been as a supervisor. More extensive 
experience is highly desired. Current pay 
range is $32.578 - $55.590 per hour. More 
information is available at www.nmcourts.
gov/careers. Send cover letter and resume to: 
AOC, Attn: Nathan Hale, aocneh@nmcourts.
gov, 237 Don Gaspar, Room 25, Santa Fe, 
NM 87501.

Assistant Trial Attorney 
1st Judicial District Attorney
The First Judicial District Attorney’s Office 
has an entry level magistrate court attorney 
position. Salary is based on experience and 
the District Attorney Personnel and Com-
pensation Plan. Please send resume and letter 
of interest to: “DA Employment,” PO Box 
2041, Santa Fe, NM 87504, or via e-mail to 
1stDA@da.state.nm.us.

Assistant District Attorney
The Fifth Judicial District Attorney’s office 
has immediate positions open for new or 
experienced attorneys, in our Carlsbad and 
Roswell offices. Salary will be based upon 
the New Mexico District Attorney’s Salary 
Schedule with starting salary range of an 
Assistant Trial Attorney to a Senior Trial 
Attorney ($58,000 to $79,679). Please send 
resume to Dianna Luce, District Attorney, 
301 N. Dalmont Street, Hobbs, NM 88240-
8335 or e-mail to 5thDA@da.state.nm.us.

Experienced Litigator 
We are looking for an experienced litigator 
to help us serve our clients. We are a collegial 
team and would love to have the right person 
to come join us. Excellent benefits include a 
5% 401k, Health Insurance, Dental Insur-
ance, Long Term Disability etc. Please send 
resume to NMInsurDefense@gmail.com

Associate Attorney
Well-established law firm has an immediate 
opening in their Albuquerque office for a 
full-time Associate Attorney. This opening 
is for the Litigation Department, which is 
focused on Insurance Defense. Candidates 
must be organized, professional, responsible, 
thorough, possess strong people skills, as 
well as excellent time management skills in a 
fast-paced environment. Additionally, strong 
research and writing skills are required. Can-
didates must be well suited as team players 
and be committed to helping meet our clients’ 
needs. Outstanding benefits package, and 
salary based upon qualifications and experi-
ence. Please send cover letter and resume to: 
apuckett@hinklelawfirm.com 

AOC Invites Letters of Interest  
From Attorneys
The Administrative Office of the Courts 
invites letters of interest from attorneys 
interested in representing children both as 
guardian ad litem for children under 14 and 
as youth attorney for children over 14 and 
parents or custodians that are parties to abuse 
and neglect cases arising under the Children’s 
Code in the Third Judicial District, Sixth 
Judicial District (Grant, Hidalgo and Luna 
Counties), Tenth Judicial District (Quay and 
Harding Counties), Thirteenth Judicial Dis-
trict (Valencia County). Compensation is tied 
directly to caseload. Letters of interest: Please 
include name, street address, phone number, 
email address, and a brief statement describ-
ing your background and understanding of 
abuse and neglect cases, years of experience, 
a statement of your ability to perform duties, 
and the available date to begin case assign-
ments. Interested attorneys must be licensed 
to practice in the state of New Mexico, have 
professional liability insurance, and must 
attach a resume to the letter of interest. Con-
tracting attorneys will submit monthly logs, 
have access to email, meet with the Court 
or AOC if requested, participate in related 
CLE’s, and submit invoices as required by 
AOC and Department of Finance protocols. 
Please send questions, letters of interest and 
accompanying resumes to Sarah Jacobs at 
aocsej@nmcourts.gov.

Associate Attorney
Stiff, Keith & Garcia is a successful and grow-
ing law firm representing national clients, 
looking for a lawyer to work as an associate 
in the areas of insurance defense and civil liti-
gation. Flexible work environment available. 
Minimum of 5 years of litigation experience. 
Strong academic credentials, and research 
and writing skills are required. We are a 
congenial and professional firm. Excellent 
benefits and salary. Great working environ-
ment with opportunity for advancement. 
Send resume to resume01@swcp.com

mailto:e_info@abrfirm.com
mailto:Julie.buckalew@stewart.com
mailto:dwhite-messing@mes-caleroapachetribe.com
mailto:dwhite-messing@mes-caleroapachetribe.com
mailto:dwhite-messing@mes-caleroapachetribe.com
http://www.nmcourts
mailto:1stDA@da.state.nm.us
mailto:5thDA@da.state.nm.us
mailto:NMInsurDefense@gmail.com
mailto:apuckett@hinklelawfirm.com
mailto:aocsej@nmcourts.gov
mailto:resume01@swcp.com
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Experienced Oil & Gas Associate
Davis Graham & Stubbs LLP, a 150+ attorney 
law firm based in Denver, Colorado is seeking 
an oil & gas transactional associate 3-5 years 
of experience to join our sophisticated and 
vibrant energy practice. Candidates should 
possess a broad range of experience in 
transactional matters (both upstream and/
or midstream) for energy companies. Large 
law firm or energy boutique firm experience 
is preferred. Candidates must have excellent 
academic credentials and strong written and 
oral communication skills. Applicants should 
be entrepreneurial, team oriented, and highly 
motivated to help us grow our practice and 
serve our clients. Colorado license preferred. 
Candidates must have a J.D. from an accredited 
law school. To apply for this position, please 
submit a cover letter, resume, law school 
transcript and a brief writing sample (5 pages 
maximum) to www.dgslaw.com/careers. 

Bilingual Associate Attorney 
(Uptown Albuquerque)
Rebecca Kitson Law is adding a full time, 
bilingual associate attorney position. Candi-
date must have passion and commitment to 
advocate for immigrants in all areas of relief. 
We are an inclusive, supportive office culture 
that welcomes all to apply. Must be fluent in 
Spanish. Must be willing to travel for Hearings 
and Interviews, as needed. Law License from 
any state accepted but New Mexico preferred. 
Preference will be given to those with 1-2 
years of law-related experience. Salary DOE, 
full benefits and fun perks offered. Please 
send letter of interest, resume, and writing 
sample to rk@rkitsonlaw.com. You will only 
be contacted if you are being considered for 
the position. Please note that incomplete ap-
plications will not be considered.

PT/FT Attorney
PT/FT attorney for expanding law firm in 
Albuquerque and Santa Fe. Email resume to 
xc87505@gmail.com

Law Office Openings
IMMEDIATE opportunities in a busy 
downtown Albuquerque Real Estate Law 
Office. Current needs include: 1 Paralegal; 1 
Legal Assistant; 2 File Clerk/Receptionist; 1 
Part-time Bookkeeper. Send your resume to: 
Steven@BEStstaffJobs.com

Bilingual Immigration  
Associate Attorney 
Bilingual Immigration Associate Attorney. 
Noble & Vrapi, P.A. is hiring for a full time bi-
lingual (English-Spanish) associate attorney 
to work in our Albuquerque office in matters 
of family immigration and humanitarian vi-
sas. This position requires someone who cares 
for the community we serve, has good atten-
tion to detail, and excellent organizational 
skills. The associate will handle family visas, 
humanitarian visas, and removal defense 
caseload with efficiency and quality in a team 
comprised of other attorneys and paralegals. 
No prior immigration experience required. 
New graduates are welcome to apply. Must 
be licensed in any jurisdiction in the United 
States. Will consider recent graduates who 
have not yet taken the bar exam. Our phi-
losophy is to hire the best people and pay at 
the top of the market, including a full benefits 
package. To apply, email resume to careers@
noblelawfirm.com.

Associate Attorney
Small law firm in Deming New Mexico is 
seeking an associate attorney. This position 
will provide the successful candidate with 
the opportunity to expand his or her practice 
and eventually take over the firm. Must have 
strong research and writing skills. To apply 
for this opportunity interested and qualified 
candidates should mail their resume to Turn-
er Law Office, 900 S. Platinum Ave., Deming 
New Mexico 88030 or email @ rfturnerlaw@
qwestoffice.net

Divorce Lawyers – 
Incredible Career Opportunity
New Mexico Legal Group, a cutting edge 
divorce and family law firm, is looking for an-
other experienced attorney to join our team. 
This is a unique opportunity to be involved 
in creating the very culture and financial 
rewards that you have always wanted in a law 
firm. We practice at the highest levels in our 
field, with independence and cutting edge 
practice and marketing strategies. The firm 
offers excellent pay (100k+), health insurance, 
an automatic 3% contribution to 401(k) and 
future profit sharing. This is also a great op-
portunity for lawyers in a solo practice who 
would like to merge their practice. Qualified 
candidates should send a resume and cover 
letter to DCrum@NewMexicoLegalGroup.
com. In addition to your professional experi-
ence, your letter should talk about who you 
are as a person and what makes you perfect 
for this position (this is the most important 
document you will submit). We look forward 
to meeting you!

Full-Time Staff Attorney
New Mexico Center on Law and Poverty 
(www.nmpovertylaw.org) seeks full-time 
staff attorney for our Public Benefits or 
Workers’ Rights team to provide legal 
representation, policy advocacy, and com-
munity education. The Public Benefits team 
addresses hunger and secure fundamental 
fairness in the administration of the public 
safety net for low-income New Mexicans, 
covering SNAP, TANF, childcare assistance 
and other programs. The Labor team works 
to improve pay and working conditions in 
New Mexico in collaboration with other 
worker justice groups and community orga-
nizers. This would be a full time permanent 
position. Required: minimum two years as 
an attorney; excellent research, writing, and 
legal advocacy skills; ‘no-stone-unturned’ 
thoroughness and persistence; strong lead-
ership skills; Spanish fluency; commitment 
to economic and racial justice. Preferred: 
experience in advocacy, lobbying, legislative 
and government processes; experience work-
ing with community groups and coalitions. 
Apply in confidence by emailing a resume 
and cover letter to contact@nmpovertylaw.
org. EEOE. People with disabilities, people 
of color, and people who have grown up 
in low-income communities are especially 
encouraged to apply.

Multiple Trial Attorney Positions 
Available in the Albuquerque Area
The Thirteenth Judicial District Attorney’s 
Office is seeking entry level as well as expe-
rienced trial attorneys. Positions available 
in Sandoval, Valencia, and Cibola Coun-
ties, where you will enjoy the convenience 
of working near a metropolitan area while 
gaining valuable trial experience in a smaller 
office, which provides the opportunity to 
advance more quickly than is afforded in 
larger offices. Salary commensurate with 
experience. Contact Krissy Saavedra kfa-
jardo@da.state.nm.us or 505-771-7400 for an 
application. Apply as soon as possible. These 
positions will fill up fast!

DNA-People’s Legal Services, Inc.
We are a non-profit legal aid and are currently 
hiring! DNA is one of the largest Indian legal 
service organizations in the country, located 
in northern AZ, northwest NM, and southern 
UT. We serve clients who live in poverty, with 
their civil legal needs, such as consumer law, 
domestic violence, guardianships and other 
family law, landlord/tenant, employment and 
public benefits cases. We practice in tribal, 
state, federal and administrative courts. Ap-
plicants must be able to live in remote areas, 
with limited Starbucks in sight, and must 
enjoy outdoor activities, such as hiking in 
canyons, running, cycling, climbing and 
camping. Having a reliable vehicle means that 
you can work in one of our on-reservation of-
fices, as opposed to off-reservation. Visit our 
website https://dnalegalservices.org/career-
opportunities-2/, any questions call (928) 
283-3206.

http://www.dgslaw.com/careers
mailto:rk@rkitsonlaw.com
mailto:xc87505@gmail.com
mailto:Steven@BEStstaffJobs.com
http://www.nmpovertylaw.org
mailto:kfa-jardo@da.state.nm.us
mailto:kfa-jardo@da.state.nm.us
https://dnalegalservices.org/career-opportunities-2/
https://dnalegalservices.org/career-opportunities-2/
https://dnalegalservices.org/career-opportunities-2/
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Bilingual Immigration  
Legal Assistant
Bilingual Immigration Legal Assistant. 
Noble & Vrapi, P.A. is hiring for a full time 
bilingual (English-Spanish) legal assistant 
to work in our Albuquerque office. This 
position requires someone who cares for the 
community we serve, has good attention to 
detail, and excellent organizational skills. 
The legal assistant will take ownership of 
cases, provide exceptional customer service, 
and prepare quality work product. No prior 
immigration experience required. Our phi-
losophy is to hire the best people and pay at 
the top of the market, including a full benefits 
package. To apply, email resume to careers@
noblelawfirm.com.

Full-Time Paralegal
The City of Albuquerque Legal Department 
is seeking a full-time paralegal to assist its 
Litigation Division in performing substan-
tive legal work on its civil cases. This posi-
tion involves the performance of a variety of 
paralegal duties, including, but not limited 
to, assisting in the preparation of matters 
for hearing and/or trial, drafting discovery, 
preparing pleadings, and setting up and 
maintaining a calendar with deadlines. Ex-
cellent organization skills and the ability to 
multitask are necessary. Competitive pay and 
benefits available on first day of employment. 
Please apply at https://www.governmentjobs.
com/careers/cabq. Position posting closes 
when filled.

Paralegal
Rothstein Donatelli LLP is looking for a 
paralegal with at least five year’s experience, 
preferably in real estate and civil litigation. 
This person will work primarily in our Indian 
Law section but will provide support for 
other practice areas. Excellent benefits. Sal-
ary dependent on experience. Send resume to 
Joseph at jmeserve@rothsteinlaw.com

Nurse Paralegal
Modrall Sperling has an immediate opening 
for a full-time Nurse Paralegal to assist attor-
neys with medical record review and analysis. 
Ability to work in a fast paced environment 
and under high pressure. Required: B.S. in 
Nursing; a minimum of 3 years paralegal 
experience. Preferred: Experience with long-
term care; experience with medical records 
review and analysis; or consultant experi-
ence in a legal setting. Pay is commensurate 
with experience. Professional references are 
required. Please forward resume to: Susan 
Harris, Modrall Sperling, P.O. Box 2168, 
Albuquerque, NM 87103-2168. 

Legal Assistant
Modrall Sperling has an immediate opening 
for a Legal Assistant. Ideal candidate will 
have at least 5 years’ experience working as a 
legal assistant, primarily within the medical 
malpractice field. Knowledge of New Mexico 
court rules and court filings is a must. This 
position requires strong Word, PDF, Docu-
ment Management, Docketing and Outlook 
experience. Candidate must have exceptional 
communication skills and a customer service 
attitude. Must be self-motivated with atten-
tion to detail, a quick learner, editing and 
proofreading skills, a good basic knowledge 
of mathematics and ability to multi-task. Pay 
is commensurate with experience. Profes-
sional references are required. Please forward 
resume to: Susan Harris, Modrall Sperling, 
P.O. Box 2168, Albuquerque, NM 87103-2168. 

Full-Time Legal Assistant
The law firm of Miller Stratvert PA seeks a 
full-time legal assistant with five+ years of 
experience in insurance defense and civil 
litigation. The ideal candidate is a team player 
with strong word processing skills, proficient 
in Microsoft Office Suite and experience with 
ProLaw is a plus. Knowledge of State and 
Federal court rules, and proficient in Odyssey 
and CM/ECF e-filing. Positive work environ-
ment, 37.5 work week, competitive salary 
and excellent benefits package. Please submit 
resume to jarmenta@mstlaw.com

Lawyer Position
Guebert Bruckner Gentile P.C. seeks an attor-
ney with up to five years' experience and the 
desire to work in tort and insurance litigation. 
If interested, please send resume and recent 
writing sample to: Hiring Partner, Guebert 
Bruckner Gentile P.C., P.O. Box 93880, Al-
buquerque, NM 87199-3880. All replies are 
kept confidential. No telephone calls please.

eNews
Get Your Business Noticed!

Advertise in our email newsletter,  
delivered to your inbox every Friday. 

Contact Marcia Ulibarri,  
at 505-797-6058 or email mulibarri@nmbar.org

Benefits:
• Circulation of 8,000
• Affordable pricing
• High open/click rates
• Schedule flexibility
• Popular content Winner of 

the 2016 NABE 
Luminary Award 
for Excellence in 
Electronic Media

https://www.governmentjobs
mailto:jmeserve@rothsteinlaw.com
mailto:jarmenta@mstlaw.com
mailto:mulibarri@nmbar.org
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Office Space MiscellaneousServices

Briefs, Research, Appeals—
Leave the writing to me. Experienced, effec-
tive, reasonable. cindi.pearlman@gmail.com 
(505) 281 6797

500 Tijeras NW
Beautiful office space available with reserved on-
site tenant and client parking. Walking distance 
to court-houses. Two conference rooms, secu-
rity, kitchen, gated patios and a receptionist to 
greet and take calls. Please email esteffany500ti-
jerasllc@gmail.com or call 505-842-1905. Searching for a Will

Searching for a will for Adeline Garcia 
Minchow. If found, please contact Michael 
Hughes at Silva & Hughes, PC 505-246-8300 
or mhughes@silvalaw-firm.com.

Contract Legal Services
Solo general practice attorney providing 
high-quality and reliable research, drafting 
and more. Scott@ScottStevensLaw.com | 
(505) 933-5057

Searching for Last Will and 
Testament
Searching for Last Will and Testament 
of Rosario Castro Gingras. Anyone with 
knowledge of such an instrument, please 
contact Mary Ann Green, Attorney at Law, 
at 505-254-0600.

Search for Will
Seeking information as to Last Will of 
Thomas Joseph Blaszczyk of Placitas, New 
Mexico, who died on September 20, 2019. 
Formerly of Oak Lawn, Illinois. Please con-
tact David Grammer III, tel (505) 266-8787. 
Email: david@grammerlawoffices.com

Want To Purchase
Want to purchase minerals and other oil/
gas interests. Send details to: P.O. Box 13557, 
Denver, CO 80201

620 Roma N.W.
The building is located a few blocks from 
Federal, State and Metropolitan courts. 
Monthly rent of $550.00 includes utilities 
(except phones), fax, copiers, internet access, 
front desk receptionist, and janitorial service. 
You’ll have access to the law library, four 
conference rooms, a waiting area, off street 
parking. Several office spaces are available. 
Call 243-3751 for an appointment.

Starting in January, the Bar Bulletin will publish  
every other week on Wednesdays. 

Submission deadlines are also on Wednesdays, two weeks prior to publishing by 4 p.m. Advertising 
will be accepted for publication in the Bar Bulletin in accordance with standards and ad rates set 
by publisher and subject to the availability of space. No guarantees can be given as to advertising 
publication dates or placement although every effort will be made to comply with publication 
request. The publisher reserves the right to review and edit ads, to request that an ad be revised 
prior to publication or to reject any ad. Cancellations must be received by 10 a.m. on Thursday, 
13 days prior to publication.

For more advertising information, contact: Marcia C. Ulibarri  
at 505-797-6058 or email mulibarri@nmbar.org

The 2019 publication schedule can be found at  
www.nmbar.org/BarBulletin.

2019 ADVERTISING SUBMISSION DEADLINES
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We ♥ Our Members!
The State Bar is excited to announce our inaugural

Member 
Appreciation 
Day Friday, June 7 

STATE BAR CENTER in ALBUQUERQUE

Join us for
Free CLE ê Free Food

Door Prizes ê Games
Special Members-Only Discounts ê Fun

Visit www.nmbar.org/memberappreciation for the details.
Sponsorship opportunities available!

Contact Stephanie Wagner at swagner@nmbar.org. 

http://www.nmbar.org/memberappreciation
mailto:swagner@nmbar.org


 
 

We are a different kind of accounting firm – our practice is exclusively dedicated to forensic and investigative 
accounting. We have expertise in all kinds of litigated accounting matters, including fraud, white collar crime, money 
laundering, securities fraud, police procedures/misconduct, employment, whistleblower and Qui Tam cases. We are 
experienced Kovel accountants and provide expert witness testimony. Our services include:

Litigation Support Financial
Investigations

White Collar Crime 
Investigations

Other Services  
We Provide

Pre-litigation case 
analysis, discovery 
assistance and analysis 
of financial records 

Expert witness 
testimony, including 
appointed neutral expert 

Consulting expert – non-
testifying expert as a 
strategic member of your 
legal team 

Complex and high net-
worth divorce cases 

Collaborative divorce 

Investigating allegations 
of fraud & financial 
discrepancies 

Reconstruction of 
accounting records for 
probate and other litigated 
matters 

Partnership dissolution and 
other business disputes 

Employment matters such 
as investigating allegations 
of theft, fraud or retaliation 

Preparing of proof of loss 
for insurance claims due to 
employee theft or fraud 

Analysis of source of  
funds for attorney retainer 
to determine your risk of 
attorney fee claw-back 

Tracing of funds in white 
collar cases 

Investigation of securities 
fraud cases 

Kovel accounting and 
assistance with tax 
controversy cases 

Calculation of loss for 
sentencing under Federal 
guidelines 

Public speaking, training 
for legal, business staff 
and law enforcement 

Police misconduct, police 
procedures and police 
oversight cases  

Asset tracing/investigation 

Management consulting, 
performance, econometric 
and fraud risk assessment 
studies 

Assisting attorneys with 
IOLTA trust accounting 
issues 

Financial documents will tell a story in our expert hands, 
and we can help you tell that story on behalf of your client. 


